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Trustees Change Policy on Divestment
by Mary K. Bray
Staff Writer
Trinity College Trustees voted
unanimously on March 22 to end
all investments with American
companies doing business in South
Africa if steps are not taken by
May 1987 toward elimination of
apartheid.
The present policy of Trinity is
an expansion of the policy adopted
in October 1985. The College's position at that time called for selected divestment of its shares in
U.S. companies that did not adhere to the Sullivan Principles in
affecting political change in South
Africa. As of March 31, 1986, the
College has divested itself of six
holdings with a market value of 2.5
million dollars. Trinity still has investments valued at approximately 15 million dollars in
companies with holdings in South
America, marking 15.4% of the
97.5 million dollar endowment.
The present question is whether
Trinity and other peer colleges will
facilitate the South Africa situation by continuing financial support or whether more will be
gained if American companies

leave. Robert Pedimonti, Vice
President for Finance and Treasurer said he thought Trinity was
doing the right thing by supporting the fight against apartheid. In
fact, he stated his concern in dissociating the College from any involvement there.
Pedimonti explained that Trinity
frequently examines its position
with respect to its holdings in all
of the companies presently in the
portfolio; three of these companies
being IBM, 3M and General Electric. He stressed that we do keep
pressure on the companies, inquiring as to what steps are being
taken to promote the peaceful alternation of the system of discrimination against South Africans.
Despite the little meaningful
change that has occurred, "many
companies over there are doing
alot of good things," he pointed
out.
Other implications steer Trinity
from total divestment. Said Pedimonti, "The College could easily
be subjected to a more volatile
portfolio. An endowment that
eliminates blue chip stocks from
its portfolio would heighten investment risk, reduce portfolio diversification, and increase research

costs."
Trinity has been active in providing funds for the relief of refugees,
for financing black students in
white South African universities,
and for black students to come to
Trinity. During Bishop Tutu's visit
to Hartford in Hartford, Trinity's
efforts were given widespread
publicity and support.

The recent policy established by
the trustees states that we will
continue our efforts to end the
massive presence of security forces
in black areas, free political prisoners, repeal the "pass laws", and
begin negotiations with black leadership in recognizing the rights of
all South Africans. Pedimonti said
that other colleges are adopting

similiar positions regarding their
investments in U.S. companies.
Regarding the efforts of the Sullivan companies to fight apartheid,
President James English was
quoted recently as saying, "We
continue to applaud the corporations working there to change
things. The concern is that the
change is slow."

Trustees Issue Official Statement
The following statement pertaining to the issue of divestment was
presented by the Trustees of Trinity College at their meeting on
March 22,1986. The statement provides for Trinity College to divest
its holdings in companies who deal
in South Africa if by May 1987
"steps have not been taken... to end
the massive presence of security
forces in black areas, free political
prisoners, repeal the pass laws and
begin substantive conversations
with black leadership directed towards the full participation of all
South Africans." hi other words
Trinity College will divest if
apartheid has not been abolished
within approximately one year.
Furtiiermore we of the Anti-

Bravo Attacks
Aid

apartheid committee would like to
thank the faculty of the College for
their overwhelming support for divestment. The combination of their
efforts as well as our own was the
motivating factor in precipitating
this important decision made by the
Trustees of Trinity College:
A Report to the Trustees of
Trinity College on Policies with
Respect to South Africa March
1986:
The present policy of Trinity
College was hammered out and approved at the October 1985 meeting of the Trustees. It voiced our
abhorrence of the aparthied system. It called on the College to
provide money for relief of refugees, for financing black students,
both refugees and resident South
Africans, to come to Trinity. This
effort was given widespread publicity and support, both within the
College and in the larger commu-

Desmond Tutu to Hartford in January.
Our October position initiated an
educational program within the
College on issues with respect to
South Africa, one which was climaxed by the visit of Bishop Tutu
and the awarding of an honorary
degree to him. In the degree citation, Trinity College hailed him as
one who has "shown us the nonviolent road to justice, peace, and
recognition," whose "efforts on
behalf of the black South African
refugees and students have sustained their hope for a peaceful and
just future." If his acceptance of
this degree may be seen as honoring the College, so also it should
be accepted as a commitment by
Trinity to the cause he represents.
Our policy further called for selective divestment of shares in U.S.
companies with investments in

by John Woodlock
Senior Staff' Writer
Sandinista, Alejandro Bravo,
conducted his lecture, "Nicaragua:
The View from Inside," before a
capacity crowd in the Wean
Lounge Thursday. Bravo, who is a
poet, lawyer, and member of the
National Assembly, is visiting the
United States to study the Constitution. He spoke about the history
of Nicaraguan revolutionary literature and about the current conditions in his country.
"Nicaraguan literature," said
Bravo, "was born with the great
poet, Ruben Dario."
Bravo noted that Dario saw "the
agression of United States imperialism as a danger to the independence of Latin American
countries." Thus, Dario's works
began the revolutionary literature
of Nicaragua.
Many critics thought that Nicaraguan literature would end with
Dario's death, but it didn't. It continued, Bravo believes, because
"people who write poetry and literature have a commitment to
write for the people who are fighting for their own destiny." He then
cited several examples of poets
from both sides of the political
fence.
Presently at war and suffering
from a six billion dollar debt, "Nicaragua is in the most terrible moments of its history." But Bravo
feels his country is moving forward. Since the beginning of the
revolution, Nicaraguan illiteracy
has decreased from 50% to only
12% of the population. "Many of
these people continue learning,"
said Bravo," and we now have
36,000 students in higher education."
Economically, the Nicaraguan
government is trying to combat
their enormous debt by developing
the largest sugar refinery in Central America, and building a port
on the Atlantic. But still 40% of
the budget must be spent to fight
continued on page 3

by Chip Rhodes
Features Editor
I recently set out on in search of
my lost innocence^ I had woken up
two nights in a row in a cold sweat,;
worrying about rising interest
rates and unpredictable property
: taxes. The implications of this
frightened me so badly that I resolved to "find my: roots" before it
too late.

Photo by Meryl Levin

Alejandro Bravo, Sandinistan poet and member of the National
Assembly, spoke Thursday to a capacity crowd in the Wean Lounge.
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My odyssey began at Medway Jr.
Si\ High School) the setting for my
corning of age. The school looked
...the same. Remarkable. You'd think
the wear jtnd tear of 3 long years
would have radically transformed-,

'• it'into sorriething* barely recognize^
able. Outside I noticed the same
tasteful, unpretentious brick design. Understated, yet distinctive.
Inside, the familiar hallowed
halls were teeming with, memories
of careless adolescence,
;
I visited the very spot .where Pat
McSweeney inadvertently broke
my nose with his Pre-Algebra textbook. I saw the locker that I stood
iii front of when Flora McBride
brokeup with me because she felt
Twas "Using her." I even peaked::
into |fte classrooin where I thfew
up on Joanrie Paulette's angola
sweater., Aaah, to be young again!

Tuition Raised to Over $ 14,000 Level
by Sean Dougherty
Staff Writer
The administration has announced that "in order to close the
gap with a few of our competitors
among the other high quality institutions" that tuition will be raised
$1,180 beginning with the 1986-87
lTlGStCF

In his "Review of the 1986-87
Budget", Business Manager Alan
R. Sauer was quick to add that this
seemingly large rise in prices was
much lower than some other institution are asking. He also pointed
out that most of the tuition increase will go to raising the salaries of professors, a move which he
sees as directly beneficial to the
quality of the Trinity education.
Assistant Professors will recieve a
$1,000 raise. The Budget Report
stated that higher salaries will
"improve Trinity's Assistant Professor's position in the salary

ranking of our comparison with
other colleges."
While most students will pay
more next semester, some will pay
less as the budget includes a 14.5%
increase in financial aid. Financial
aid continues to bbe the fastest
growing part of Trinity's budget.
Items that are new to the 86-87
budget are the new "Mentor System", ($70,000) and Automated

Computer service for the library.
($50,000) The cost for this system
is being shared by all the consortium schools (Trinity, Wesleyan
and Connecticut College) Also
listed were $250,000 worth of
"Planning Initiatives- Instruction", and "Acute Deferred Maintenance", whatever they are.
The budgets for science and
computers wilt be rising, as will

the library's, and "major renovation and capital improvements •"
The administration sees all these
changes as necessary for the improvement of life and academics at
Trinity and they "tried to balance
priorities and initiatives to allow
the faculty and administration the
greatest opportunity to provide
Trinity students with the finest liberal arts education possible."

Changes in Fees for 1986-87 Academic Year:

Tuition
General Fee
Room
Board

1986-87

1985-86

$10355
405
1990
1530
$14280

$ 9370
380
1820
1530
$13100

$ Increase

$ 985
25
170
. _
$1180

% Increase

10.5%
6.6%
9.3%
—
9.0
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NNOUNCEMENTS
Calendar

The Samuel S. Fishzohn Awards for Civil Rights and
Community Service were established in 1966 in memory of
Samuel S. Fishzohn, Class of 1925, a prominent figure In
social work and welfare. These awards are to be given each
year to students who have demonstrated initiative and
creativity In community service and who have worked with
dedication in the field of civil rights.

Today:

Upcoming: Wanted:

The poetry center invites you to a
reading by poet Brad Leithauser
in the Faculty Club at 8:15 p.m. A
reception follows the reading.

The INTERNATIONAL FOOD
FEAST will take place on Sunday,
April 20, from 7:00-9:30 p.m. in
Hamlin Hall. This will be a semiformal event and tickets are $7.00
per person. Entertainment is provided. Limited seating. Buy your
tickets in Mather Campus Center.
All are Welcome.

The IFC/Women's Center Film
Series presents "WELFARE
MOTHERS." A Phil Donahue
Show discussion of women on public assistance, 7:30, St. Anthony
Hall. Refreshments will be served.
Professor Albert Gastmann discusses "TERRORISM and KHADAFY" at 4:00 p.m. in the
Rittenberg Lounge. This is a FAS
program sponsored by the RC/As.

Thursday:
Ms. Janet Curtis, Nurse Practitioner, will discuss: "The AIDS
Epidemic", at 4:00 p.m. in the Rittenberg Lounge. This FAS is sponsored by the RC/As
The Women's Center/Faculty
Grants Office Lunch Series continues with "A DISCUSSION OF
EMPLOYEE RIGHTS" by Maurice Wade. Women's Center, 12:30.
Carolyn Chute, highly acclaimed
author of, "The; Beans of Egypt,
Maine", will visit the Trinity campus. At 4:30 p.m., she will do a
reading followed by a reception at
70 Vernon Street. Her visit is
sponsored by the English Department, the IDP Program, and the
Women's Center.
A documentary film on the campus
anti-war movement of the 1960s
will be shown in McCook Auditorium at 7:00 p.m. The film focuses
on a single campus, the University
of Wisconsin, and traces the life of
the movement from its feeble beginnings in 1964 to its height in
the early 1970s. The film is being
shown in connection with our
course on the Vietnam era, but we
urge other students to come. A
discussion will follow.

Friday:
The Boston Gay Men's Chorus will
perform in the Washington Room,
9:00 p.m.

Herbert Weiss, a professor of political science at Brooklyn College,
will lecture on "Post-Colonial Protest Movements in Africa" on
Tuesday, April 22 at 4:30 p.m. in
Hamlin Hall. The lecture is open
to the public, free of charge.
Want to learn more about the legislative process? Come to ConnPIRG's Third Annual Lobby Day.
On Wed. April 23, students from
across the state will be going to
the state eapitol to hear from various legislators and also talk with
them about environmental, consumer and,good government issues. For more info, contact Leslie
at 247-2737 or Box 6000.

Someone to give assistance to disabled woman during the summer.
Pay good. Hours flexible. Part
time. Call 549-1330 and ask for
Kenneth Beachman.
The Admissions Office is seeking
applicants for the position of summer tourguide. Full-time, beginning May 26. Contact Moria Dailey
(to set up interview appointment)
in Admissions, extension 249.
Adopt A Grandparent: Share your
gift of love with a lonely heart.
Requirements: One hour per week,
an open heart, sincerity, sensitivity. Interested? Write to Yolanda
Diaz, Box 1654 or call 249-7898.

Nominations of students who have been active in these areas
are now being accepted for consideration by a committee of
faculty, students and administration. Students may nominate
themselves but must include the endorsement of a member
of the faculty.
Any nomination should include a brief resume of the
nominee's activities as well as the endorsement of a faculty
member. The deadline for nominations is:
Extended Deadline by 5:00 p.m. on Wed., April 16

The criteria for each award are as follows:
1. Civil Rights:
A demonstration of unusual gifts
and dedication in the field of civil
rights, civil liberties, race relations
or minority group problems.
2. Community Service: A demonstration of initiative and
creativity in some form of
community service, with special
reference to Involvement with the
important social issues of the day.
Please send nominations to:

Anyone interested in buying a oneway plane ticket on Korean airways from JFK in New York to
Tokyo should contact Eugene
McKenna at (203) 266-5811.The
ticket is good until the end of August and costs $400.00.

Personals:

on your
next equipment

Dr. John M. Pawelek from the department of dermatology at Yale D.P.T.
University School of Medicine will
oooops... forget it. I'll just tell
hold a Biology Seminar entitled, you in person. (From Now On)
"Skin Color, Sunlight, and Cancer:
Impact on Mammalian Survival."
Congratulations Tory! You were
It will take place on Thursday, marvelous, fabulous, wonderful
April 24, at 4:00 p.m. in 134. Life the list goes on.
Sciences Center.
-Your Tripod Fan'Club
The applications for summer study
aid are now available in the Financial Aid Office. Deadline for completed applications: May 6.

repair!

Stezeo Suzgeom
Electronic Repair Lab
1173 Main St., East Hartford
Estimates &
528-8837
Home Pick Up

Well, what am I suppose to say.
The last week has been absolute
hell. Friends

Wanted to
sublet:
Studio or one
bedroom
apartment from
May 21'August 1.
Preferably
furnished.
Call collect
(617) 623-1549,
ask for Julie.

Anne Lundberg Utz
Box 1306 (Campus)
or drop off at Seabury 42-A

SGA ELECTIONS
for President and Vice-President will
be held on April 24th.
Petitions are available in the Student
Activities Office (2nd floor Mather)
and should be submitted to
Box 1388 by April 18th,

¥olmit@@r an infections smile.
You may just start an epidemic.
FAST FREE DELIVERY
1502
BROAD
STREET

DONIZETTI'S PIZZA

P

PIPING HOT
CHEESY AND DELICIOUS
RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR

Someone needs you.

VOLUNTEER

A d

A

CALL
TODAY

"W n fk

7 DAYS A WEEK 4:00 P.M. - 2:00 A.M.
12" CHEESE PIZZA
$5.15
rOPP/NOS: 12" PIZZA $.85

rfTl

ANCHOVIES
BLACK OLIVES
GREEN OLIVES
GREEN PEPPERS

SPINACH

18" CHEESE PIZZA
16" PIZZA

MUSHROOMS
ONIONS
GROUND BEEF
SAUSAGE

BROCCOLI

FLUFFY DOUGH - CRISPY CRUST - PLENTIFUL TOPPINGS

YOl

i 2 S S i H ? EXPECT A ND WILL RECEIVE
THE FINEST QUALITY EVERY TIME!

S7-25
I1.'B

HOT PEPPERS
HAM S PINEAPPLt
PEPPERONI
CANADIAN BACON
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Housing Lottery Approaches
by Tory ClaWson

Beginning April 16, undergraduates; will be going through the
tenuous time of the housing lottery. The lottery was first developed by the College Affairs
Committee, and according to Kristina Dow, it is "a system based
upon class and residential desirability ratings."
The "infamous process," as it is
so accurately called on the "Residential Selections Process Instructions," has, been computerized
since 1984. Built into the computer
system, developed by Frederick
Andreoli '85, is a 2000 pi-int class
spread to assure, upper-classmen
better housing than past year.
Priority numbers are determined according to each students
down rating and class. Dow said
"The chances of getting' a particular type of room can be assumed
by comparing P# Value to the P#
values that took rooms last vear."
Because of incoming freshmen,
many of the most desired rooms

are removed from the housing lottery. The College tries to choose
rooms for Freshmen that are integrated with upperclassmen,
which explains the High Rise/
North Campus change of last year.
April 16th is the lottery for
handicapped, Medical, dietary requests, and cooking units. April
,17th is the lottery for single occupancy residences. Then from April
21st to 23rd, the lottery for multiple occupancy, residences will be
held: lottery numbers 1-500 on
April 21st, 501-1000 on the 22nd,
and 1001 to the end on the 23rd.
These sessions will be held in the
Washington Room begining at 6:30
p.m.

Pollution
costs us
millions
each year*

Dieting Linked to Social Oppression
by Jody Rolnick

Staff Writer

"Fat girls aren't like regular
girls," said a little boy who was
recently quoted in a Wall Street
Journal article.
The article reported a University of California study which
showed that about 80% of all
fourth grade girls diet because
they are obsessed with weight,
beauty, and the belief that to be
loved they must by physically perfect.
In her lecture "Food Fashion and
Power", Thursday night, Susan
Bordo, a Philosophy Professor at
Le Moyne College in New York,
explained that women's treatment
of their bodies reflects their social
oppression.
"In a society where 90% of all
anorexics are women, and women
are by far the largest consumers
of diest products, attenders of spas
and diet centers, and subjects of

fat reduction operations," Bordo
said, "her body-the body of the
eating disordered woman- is a living mirror of the unstable and
transitional nature of gender relations today."
Bordo's lecture was part of the
Women on Politics and Culture Series. It was sponsored by The
Women's Center, Mather Campus
Center, Trinity Women's Organization, and the departments of
American Studies, Women's Studies, Inter-Cultural Studies, Political
Science,
and
Modern
Language.
Bordo showed the audience of 15
students, professors, and members of the general public slides
illustrating the obsession our society has with slender women.
While Bordo was highly critical
of that obsession, her hour-long
lecture offered no solution to the
problem.
"What do we see today when we
look at the slender body of a
woman?" Bordo asked. "Paradoxically, we see both a body that is
free, unencumbered, casually and
effortlessly moving through the

world-and a body that speaks to us
of control and containment."
Bordo recalled how one of her
students noted the link between a
woman's perception of herself and
the anxiety of the compulsive dieter.
. "The anorexic is always convinced she is taking up too much
space, eating too much, wanting
food too much," said the student.
"I've never felt that way, but I've
often felt that I was too much- too
much emotion, too much need, too
loud and demanding, too much
there, if you know what I mean."
Bordo contrasted a series of
Betty Crocker Cake and Andes
Candies commercials to show the
different attitudes men and women
are taught to have towards food.
In the cake commercials, "the
man is shown as wild with hunger,
dizzy and salivating with desire for
the food, whose richness and sensuousness are visually emphasized," said Bordo. "The language
spoken by the male is frankly and
unashamedly the language of desire and abandon, full of sensual
and sexual metaphors, within
which his lack of control and will
in the face of the offered food is
portrayed as appropriate, even
adorable."
The candy commericals, on the
other hand, show female hunger as
being controlled. The woman is allowed to indulge in a tiny peice of
candy only after she has spent the
day feeding others and sewing. As
the commercial goes, "for my angel, I sewed for "days, now I deserve a little praise, I thank me
very much with Andes Candies."
Both commercials offer a virtual
blueprint for disordered relations
to food hunger, Bordo said. "The
suggestion that unrestrained appetite is innapropriate for women,
the representation of female eating as a private, furtive, forbidden
act, a shameful act, make restriction and denial of hunger central
features of the construction of
femininity."
"Girls and women today feel that
their lives are out of control,"
Bordo said. "The sense through
their bodies that they cannot be all
the culture demands of them, yet
they feel they must be...in this context, the diet or the exercise regime offers itself as an area within
which some control over life seems
possible."

BROOKSIDE RESTAURANT
442 New Britian Ave.
Hartford 524-0550
ALL WHALER PLAYOFF GAMES ON SPORTS CHANNEL

40" BIG SCREEN
Watch for special graduation party
TRINITY CLASS OF "86"
$1.00 off any large pizza

WED:
$2.95 pitchers
50* drafts

or
50* off any small
with Trinity I.D.

Once again at Trinity College
it's...

FRATERNITY FEUD!
with M.C. Christopher Harges
&
Following the Feud, a party
featuring
The Savage Brothers

ORDER YOUR

1985 IVY NOW!!
Yes, Virginia, there is a yearbook!
The Class of '85 is gone but not
forgotten. Though a little late, the '85
Ivy will be available in early June.
Order your yearbook by sending $10
to Lee Coffin, Alumni Office. The Ivy
will be mailed home this summer.

ORDER F0RM-85 9¥Y
Name

Friday, April 18th
Cave

7:30 p.m.
$3.00 don.

.

;

Summer
Address

I.D. required
Sponsored by Trinity College Activities Council

(Checks payable to "Trinity College")
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TOMAKEIT10DAYYOUNEEDACOILEGEDIP10MA,
A GOOD SUIT AND PLENTYOF DRIVE.
If you've received your bachelor's degree from a 4-year college, or a RN or graduate degree from an accredited
institution between October 1,1985 and September 30,1986, you con qualify for Ford's Graduate Assistance Program.
We can give you pre-approved credit and $400 cash back on your new Ford.
Only if you buy one of the new Ford cars or trucks listed below and only if you take delivery by August 31,1986.
For more information, call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536. Or see your local New England Ford Dealer today.

$400 cash back on a new Escort.

$400 cash back on a new Escort EXP.

$400 cash back on a new Tempo.

$400 cash back on a new Thunderbird.

$400 cash back on a new Mustancu

$400 cash back on a new Aerostar.

$400 cash back on a new Bronco

cash back on a new Ranger pick-up.

cash back on a new F-150 truck.

$400 cash back on a new F-250 truck.

mm mmiMm

FOUD DEALEHI
NOBODYGOIS
FURTHER.
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Trustees Issue Letter On New Divestment Plans
continued from page 1
South Africa, which are not actively working to effect the political changes in South Africa
necessary to eliminate apartheid.
Since October, five holdings with
a market value of $2.2 million have
been sold from the College's endowment funds. Our remaining
Sullivan companies have been
written to ask what they are doing
to lobby the South African government to end apartheid and to influence South African companies to
support that effort. A second letter has been written to companies
rated II-A,ti-B,III in the Sullivan
classification system to ask what
they are doing to raise their ratings to I. At this time our holdings
in twenty-nine Sullivan signatory
companies amound to $14.8 million, which is 17.5% of the total
endowment.
Our October position also promised a careful review of the study
prepared by the Investor Responsibility Research Center and made
available in mid-February to a consortium of colleges and universities.
At the present, the heart of the
debate among Trustees of Trinity
College and comprable educational
institutions is whether the dismantlement of apartheid will be
furthered by American companies

remaining in South Africa, or that
more will be gained if they leave.
After weighing the evidence, we
have agreed to the following actions which expand or modify our
October position:
1. We will communicate in writing to the government of South
Africa our support for those forces
working for non-violent change
within that coutnry. In that regard, we find unconscionable the
actions of the State President and
others in authority in South Africa
to rebuff responsible community
leadership such as Bishop Desmond Tutu and the Rev. Alan Boesak who at risk to their won lives
have interceded for the calming of
tense community situations. We
regret the unwillingness of government leaders to give a place to
moderate and non-violent leadership, a course which provokes random violence and weakens that
leadership. While we acknowledge
the ending of a state of emergency
and the release of a number of political prisoners, we are distressed
that this move is being accompanied by a strengthing of the
powers of security forces. We support those political and economic
pressures to demand serious and
substantive converstations with
black leaders in thge country directed toward full inclusion of all
South African citizens in the government.
2. We will press the government

of the United States for active,
unequivocal support, through public statement as well as diplomatic
channels, on behalf of human political rights in South Africa.
3. We are prepared to divest. We
respect what Sullivan signatory
companies are seeking to do. At
the same time, we believe that little meaningful change has taken
place. The South African government gives few signs that it will
bend on any of the major politicies
on which apartheid is constructed.
The time for change is limited, and
we fear that if it does not come
soon the corporations (and the College as an owner of their shares)
will find themselves, despite the
best intentions, involuntary participants in a system whose oppressiveness is unyielding. If,
therefore, steps have not been
taken by May 1987 to end the mas-

sive presence of security forces in
black areas, free political prisoners, repeal the pass laws, and
being substantive conversations
with black leadership directed towards the full participation of all
South Africans, we believe that the
American companies then operating in that country should withdraw. If they do not do so, we will
feel obligated, despite our respect
for their efforts to effect reform,
to dissocitate the College form a
rigidly evil system by selling our
shares in a manner consistent with
the Trustees' fiduciary duties.
In taking this position, we believe that the College has made unmistakably clear its commitment
to those forces — inside South Africa and within the world political
and economic communities — committed to a peaceful and orderly
dismemberment of apartheid. This

clearly is no single strategy which
will bring about the end of apartheid. The argument for divestment
is not a question of who occupies
the "high moral ground" in these
matters, but whether divestment
is demonstrably useful at this time.
We believe it must be accompanied
by other steps, such as those listed
above and actions taken last October. We invite the whole Trinity
community to continue the effort
to develop a response appropriate
to the institution this college represents.

Stop hurting
the trees
you love*

Authentic, handmade Italian pizza,
Made with our own special crust. Covered with
fresh mozzarella cheese and your choice
of mouthwatering extras.

TOPPINGS

W.E
The opportunity of a
lifetime in a summer.

-ttyoi* &e a college undergraduate,
an academically strong high
school junior or senior, or a
qualified adult, send for your free
information and application to:

YALE UNIVERSITY
Yale Summer and Special Programs
53 Wall Street
P.O. Box 2145
New Haven, CT 06520
Phone: (203) 436-4217

SUMMER
COLLEGE
CREDIT
PROGRAMS

Italian Sausage
Mushrooms
Ham

Fresh Onion
Pepperoni
DeLuxe Cheese

Black Olives
Green Pepper
Ground Beef

MENU
Regular Crust: 16"

JUNE 2 • AUGUST 8
Laboratory Sciences
Computer Science

CHEESE PIZZA
One of life's most simple pleasures!

$5*75
ONE TOPPING PIZZA

JUNE 16 - AUGUST 8
Summer Language Institute
Humanities and Social Sciences
Mathematics and Statistics

Because one cannot live by cheese alone.

$$.50

JULY 7 - AUGUST 8
The Five Week Semester including:
Art History, Computer Science, Creative
Writing, Dance, Drama, Film Studies,
Humanities, Mathematics,
Music, and more.

TWO TOPPING PIZZA
Variety is the spice of life.
$7.25
THREE TOPPING PIZZA
Abundance makes the heart grow fonder.

$8.00
DeLUXE PIZZA
Go lor tha Works! Pick any "6"

1

$10.00

COKE

DIET COKE

ORANGE

ROOT BEER

SPRITE

Liter |_k?5

HOURS:

EETHEBOSS
AliOVERTOWN.

SUNDAY - THURSDAY

FREE DELIVERY 1
••PIZZA HOTLINE"
\

9 i 0 0 - l i O O am.

'•"•'• I'M

I 1 i"i

249-4895

]

1
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Drive your own
ice cream van this summer.
• Make $500 or more a week.
• Set your own hours.
• Work your own route,
city or suburbs.
• Sell prepackaged ice cream
treats.
For more information, call Phil Mackler
at (203) 623-1733.

Also Available:
COMPUTERIZED

PHOTOTYPESETTING,
COLORED INKS,
TYPING SERVICES &
FINE PAPER WITH
MATCHING ENVELOPES.
Camera Heady, black ink, 20« while Bond paper, one side.

BUDGET PRINTERS

INTERNATIONAL ICE CREAM CORE
44 Prospect Hill Road
East Windsor, CT 06088

1718 PARK ST., HARTFORD, CT
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Sandinistan Poet Shows
Hardship In Nicaragua

Watkifisofi Exhibit Begins
by Gina Letellier
Senior Staff Writer
On April 10, Professor Edmund
B. Sullivan, curator of the University of Hartford's collection of
Presidential Americana, spoke in
Trinity College's Watkinson Library. His illustrated lecture, "The
War, the League and Normalcy:
Campaigning for the Presidency in
Connecticut in 1916 and 1920" was
sponsored by the Trinity College/
Watkinson Library Associates and
the Hartford Consortium for
Higher Learning.
Sullivan's lecture marked the

opening of the exhibition, Your
Country Needs You, Hartford's
Part in World War I in the Trumbull Room of the Watkinson Library. Sullivan is known for his
stewardship of the University of
Hartford's outstanding collection
of political Americana. Sullivan,
who is also a member of the Univeristy's faculty, has written three
books on the artifacts of political
campaigning and has two books in
the making.
Sullivan prefaced his lecture by
stating that Connecticut is not
really an important state in determining the outcome of Presidental
elections. For the most part, Sul-

GET PSYCHED FOB
SPUING WEEKEND!
EUYYOUM
SPRING WEEKEND
T-Shirt* & Cups
Help support the
activities for the Weekend!

ON SALE NOW in
Mather Campus Center
during lunch & dinner
T-Shirt Cups —

$6.00
$1.50

livan said, Connecticut tends to
vote conservative regardless of
who is running, the exceptions
being Grever Cleveland, Franklin
Roosevelt, and John F. Kennedy.
"Unfortunately, Connecticut is overshadowed by her neighboring
states, Massachusetts and NewYork, when it comes to national
politics."
There has never been a Presidential or Vice-Presidential nominee from Connecticut, according to
Sullivan. Although in 1880, Connecticut's Democratic Governor,
James English, did run for VicePresident. In fact, no Presidental
or Vice-Presidental candidate even
visited Connecticut during the
elections of 1916 and 1920.
Sullivan then discussed the 1916
and 1920 elections and their campaigns. Despite the title of his lecture, there were no references to
Connecticut's role, mainly because
there was none. Sullivan did talk
about Woodrow Wilson's campaign over Charles Evans Hughes,
and Warren G. Harding's campaign. Sullivan said that Harding
was the Republician party's "best
of the second-raters".

the U.S. backed Contras.
"The revolutionary changes in
Nicaragua have to find a legal
expression," said Bravo, "and now
we are drafting a constitution."
The constitution will be based on
other countries' constitutional
laws, and provide for a fourbranched presidential system.
"Now, the people must trust in the
elections," said Bravo.
After Bravo read several of his
poems, he opened the discussion
for questions. A University of
Hartford professor took this opportunity to talk about a delegation, from his committee, the
Committee for Justice in Central
America, that went to Nicaragua.
The professor blamed the Contras
for a brutal murder of five people,
and tried to gain support in a protest against Congresswoman
Nancv Johnson. Johnson, was the

When the lecture was resumed,
Bravo attacked the United States
government for not talking, directly, to the Sandinistas. He said
they would not talk to the murderous Contras because they do not
determine their own actions.
"We will not talk to the animals,
we want to talk to the owners of
them," quipped Bravo.
Bravo also criticized the United
States for only concentrating of
Soviet Aid to the Sandinistas when
many other (friendly) nations are
also giving aid.
Bravo has many other nations to
visit during his constitutional
study, and he will continue to write
poetry when he has time. His poetry will deal with love but, as
Bravo stated, "even a poem of love
in Nicaragua has revolutionary
meaning because we made revolution because we love each other."

Axel Rod of West Hartford
announces special discounts for
faculty, staff, and students. We
are distributors of Michelin,
Perrelli, Engelbert, General and
Stratton tires.

Sullivan then devoted some time
to Connecticut's role in the sturggle for women's suffrage. As a
state, Sullivan stated, Connecticut
was strongly opposed to the women's vote. One of the greatest but
lesser known suffragettes came
from Conecticut. Her name was
Elizabeth Paul and she was one of
the first protestors to develop
confrontations tactics. She was arrested many times but returned to
her attack against make voting
rights. Ms. Paul was also a leader
of the suffragettes march on
Washington.
Despite the fact that Connecticut did not play an important role
yn* the 1916 anfl 19^Q'5 > D^yto|^',H
elections, Sullivan was aole to'inform his audience about Connecticut's role in politics at the
beginning of this century. His discussion of the elections and include
some-interesting trivia and was an .
integral part of the opening of the
Watkison Library's latest exhibition.

only Connecticut represenative
that voted to give the Contras aid.

continued from page 1

5% discount (8% for seniors)
Applies to all tire purchases and
most services.
t l ',,*

. 236-0611
411 New Park Ave.
West Hartford, Ct.

Sponsored by Activities Council

ICELANRAIRTOEUROPE.
EVERYTHING
THATISN'T ARM AMI
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IS FREE.

We feature GM cars
like this Buick Century.

To Luxembourg: Roundtrip Fare
New York
Chicago
Bait/Wash.
Detroit
Orlando

$458*
$518*
$488*
$508*
$518*

$499*
$559*
$529*'
$549*
$559*

Getin on our lowest fare to Europe in years. And with it, get a lot
more thanjust the trip over. Because, whenyouflylcelandair, you get
everything you expect from a full-service airline, with no charge for
meals orbaggage. Every fare includes free wine with your in-flight
dinner and free cognac after.
. ,.
Icelandair Values Continue After You Land:••Free deluxe, roundtrip motorcoach between Luxembourg and select cities in Germany,
Belgium and Holland. Special $15 train fares to Switzerland or France.
Super Saver Kemwel car rentals at just $59 per week in Luxembourg.
And, if you choose, a day or two stopover in Europe's most beautifully
kept secret, Iceland.
•Super Bargain Fare, 6-30 day stay. tSuper Grouper Fare, 1-365
day stay. Valid S/16-6/8/86, $3.00 departure tax applies. For
information & reservations, call your travel agent or
Icelandair at 1/800-223-5500.

ICELANDAIR

Be a Road Scholar

Get an "A" in getting around
town. You can rent a car if you're
.21 or older, have a valid driver's
license, current student I.D. and
a cash deposit. Stop by and fill
out a short cash qualification
form at least 24-hours in advance.

You pay for gas used and return
car to renting location. Most
major credit cards accepted.
Non-discountable rate applies to Bvick
Ctnturu or similar-size car and » subject to
change without notice Rttes slightly lower
for drivers over 25. Specific can subiect to
availability. Certain daily mMmums apply.
Cash rentals must be qualified 18 hours
prior to rental. Renter must be age 21 or
imtr. Weekend rate available from noon
Thursday to Monday. Call for detail*.

{£
H*

00

PER DAY
WEEKENDS
150 FREE miles per day.
Additional mileage 15< pet mile-

National Car Rental
Available jt:

347-4772
842-1000

You deserve National attention.®
1618 L Street, N.W.
12th and K Streets, N.W.
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Earth Week
Saturday, April 19

Ralph Nader Speaks

On Tuesday, April 22, at 7:30 in the Cave there will be a film on acid
rain called, "Acid Rain, Requiem or Recovery". The film is a commentary
about where and how acid rain originated and how its slow advance
threatens the environment. The Film Board of Canada produced the film
and it has received the highest international awards. A discussion by
representative Terri Bertison, chairman of the Government Task Force
on Acid Rain, will follow the film. One of the issues to be discussed will
be the fact that we now possess the technology to control the problem of
acid rain but due to political as well as economic reasons, the problem still
exists. The film is another event sponsored by Conn PIRG for Earth Week
at Trinity.

During Earth Week, noted consumer and environmental advocate Ralph
Nader will speak on "What's Happened to Our Environment," addressing
past environmental abuses and the direction in which society and present
policies are now leading us. Some of the environemtal issues he will
address include acid rain, toxics, and groudwater contamination.
Now based in Washington, D.C., where he has been working in the
public interest, Nader travels around the U.S. giving lectures. He has
been the initial force behind many citizen advocacy organizations, such as
Public Citizen. He became a household word in the 1970s and is perhaps
best noted for his publication Unsafe at Any Speed, a book on the dangers
of automobiles. Nader has worked for the installation of safety glass and
his latest automobile issue is air bags.
Lately, his biggest issue is insurance (tort) reform. Insurance companies
are trying to limit their liability, yet Nader questions whether one can put
such a limit on pain and suffering. Furthermore, the insurance companies
provide no guarantee that they will not raise their rates.
Nader proved to be the impetus for PIRG when he issued a challenge in
1971 to students in Oregon who were speaking out for social change. He
stated that in order to be effective and bring about constructive social
change, one needed to work within the system. The students at the
University of Oregon organized the first PIRG and over time 135 college
chapters were formed in 20 states. Nader has always believed that, as
citizens, students should take an active role in social change.

Sunday, April 20

Acid Rain Discussed

Tuesday, April 22

Wednesday, April 23

Another event in Trinity's celebration of Earth Week, is Conn PIRG's
Third Annual Lobby Day.
"Conn PIRG's Lobby Day is a unique opportunity for students to see
first hand how the legislative process works.Says Conn PIRG's legislative
Director, James O'Rourke, "It's not only for political science majors, but
for any students who wants to learn more about their government."
Lobby Day is open to the entire Trinity College Community, as well as
the students from UConn and Wesleyan. All are invited to spend an
afternoon at the Connecticut State Capitol to learn how the legislature
works. Representative John Pelto, of Mansfield County, will give an overview of the process and their various,Connecticut representatives will
be available for discussions on the lobbying of environmental, consumer,
and government issues. Lobbying plays a key role in the decisions made
in the governmental process. And anyone can make"'& difference.
"Lobbying with Conn PIRG has been one Of the most interesting and
educational experiences in my past 3 years: at Tl-iritity," says senior Chris

Laurel Park Landfill Survey

On Sunday night a 7:00 in the Life Science Center, room 134, the
23rd of April, Conn PIRG is presenting a slide show and lecture on the,
Laurel Park landfill as part of their Earth Week agenda. The slide, show
is called "A Dump Site in my Backyard" and it will be led by MaryLou
Sharon. MaryLou is the chair of (PEG), the original group in Naugatuek,
CT. who was trying to get the landfill shut down. Students from Trinity
and UConn have been conducting on-site surveys at Laurel Park Landfill,
Inc. in Naugatuck, CT. for the last month. Laurel Park is a toxic waster
landfill site which is number 34 on the Superfund National priority |s§f.
Residents of the area can no longer drink their water beeause of allfffle
toxants in it. The slide show will show all of the health hazards and.
problems the landfill has caused for the residents near the landfill and
why legislation should be passed for its clean up.
There will be an onsight Health survey conducted to evaluate the effects
of a nearby landfill on residents health in Naugatuck, Connecticut. All
students wishing to help conduct the survey should contact Chris Quinn
at 246-6684.

ConnPIRG Lobby Day

Quinn.
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Car poolsfor tins;event will be coordinated "VVedjiesflay April 23rd from
1-4 pm. interested students should contact Leslie at the Conn PIRG office
247-2735 or Box 6000.;.
•,
\.'.-^V,; ; V : ,
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:f riday, April 25

Recycling Pjek-Up Day

: •V/One of the many events being held during Earth Week at Trinity will
:;beiSecycling Day. Students and members of the college community are
encouraged to bring bottles and cans to the designated collection spots
:?sWhich will be set up at the start of Earth Week, Sunday the 20th of April.
iPriday the 25th will be the collection day for all recycling stations on the
campus. All proceeds of the recycling drive will benefit the Food-Share in
Hartford and others local relief organizations in order to alleviate the
.jM-pblem of local hunger.

FRESHMEN • SOPHOMORES • JUNIORS
SENIORS • GRADUATE STUDENTS
NOW... Work PART TIME and step into Phase I
of our dynamic new Training Program

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES
BUILD YOUR FUTURE WITH PEOPLExpress
It would take the nation's most
innovative airline to "reinvent"
career training like this! We're
seeking highly competent
individuals with a real capacity
for compassion, caring and
concern for people. Join
PEOPLExpress NOW as a Customer Service Representative,
and you will be on the most
direct route to eligibility for
POST-DEGREE TRAINING and
a long-term career in the
airline industry.

If you've got:
i Matriculated status in a fulltime college program
i 2.5 cumulative GPA
i Professional appearance
i Customer contact experience
i Good communications skills
i Ability to provide own
transportation

We'll offer you:
• $-4.50 an hour for working
15-25 hours a week o/
BRADLEY INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT

• Schedules to fit your classes
• Travel privileges on
PEOPLExpress
• Free parking

GET MEANINGFUL TRAINING-as
you handle challenging
responsibilities like customer
check-ins/boarding,
baggage
procedures, and other
operational support activities.
PEOPLExpress offers you so much
more than just a part-time jobhere's a chance to really
LEARN and EARN!
For further information confocf
the Hartford Recruiting Offices:

203-627-3492

PEOPLExpress
HYSMART
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Editorial
TRINITY TRIPOD

Fighting Terrorism

ETTERS
Walmsley Adresses
Decision To Divest
To the Editors:

Muammar el-Qaddafi's terrorist warfare is the hardest
kind to combat and military retaliation is clearly not the
answer. Our glowing victory in the Gulf of Sidra has
done nothing to solve the problem of international terrorism. It has done even less in solving the problem of
"the mad dog of the Middle East", Colnel Qaddafi. In
fact it has added fuel to his fire; given move to his
cause.
The Sidra incident went off so smoothly - like a wellrehearsed show ready to take on the road. We teased
and provoked Libya with our "military exercises", They
fired and we crushed them. It was our most impressive
military victory since we flexed our muscles in Grenada.
Rambo would have been proud.
Unfortunately it was a little bit too simple. No military
retaliation will ever put a stop to the terrorist attacks
in which Colonel Qaddafi is "suspected" to be complicit.
It is naive'to think that it would or will for these attacks
can not be. traced back to a single mastermind, or a
single group or country. Iran and Syria certainly have as
much to do with the financing if not the planning if not
the planning of such terrorism as Libya. And other groups
not associated with any particular government are doing
much of the dirty work.
It is therefore impossible to pick out the right target
to strike back at. Even if a specific target could be
verified it would still be only a small part of the whole
picture. Any retailiatory bomb raid would necessarily end
in innocent people dying and therefore blur the difference
between terrorist bombings and our own.
If our show at Sidra was in any way intended to humble
or scare Colonel Qaddafi, then its result is our biggest
failure. Qaddafi comes out of the show a martyr and a
hero wUUng to stand up to the bullying imperialist monster. His followers can recommit themselves to their leader
and continue to blow holes in the sides of airplanes,
forcing innocent Americans to fall to their deaths.
And now, as Libyan-sponsored attacks become more
frequent, how will we react? Perhaps by bombing larger
Libyan targets? It is easy to get sucked into a game we
are not prepared to play.
What then were the benefits of the Sidra incident? It
is too distressing to think that Reagan's aides actually
thought it would be an effective strike against international terrorism. No - their goal had nothing to do with
Qaddafi, nor with Libya, nor with international terrorism.
Instead it was a prime example of the manipulation of
public opinion by the political elite.
.. Once again President Reagan is breaking popularity
records. He again removed any chance of doubt about
his macho manner. His cheerleading squad is back in
action.
.
•
'
'
The importance of a president's popularity rating can
never be underestimated as mid-term elections approach.
He must think about his party holding onto and hopefully
gaining Republican seats. Reagan is obviously aware of
this.
The benefits of our "war" with Libya then all belong
to Mr. Reagan. Politically, his short term gains are immense. In the meantime innocent people died at Sidra,
international terrorism continues to grow, and Qaddafi
stands tall.

Letters Policy
The Tripod welcomes letters from our readers.
Letters for publication should be typed, double
spaced, and must include the writer's name, although
names can be withheld from publication upon request.
Letters for publication should be mailed to the
Tripod via Box 1310 or delivered to Jackson Basement
so that they are received by 5 p.m. on Friday.
Letters are subject to editing for style, length, and
taste.

As Chairman of the Trustees' Ad
hoc Committee on South Africa,
may I express our thanks for the
special supplement on South Africa issue. The whole Trinity community - students, faculty, and
Trustees - has been through an intensive process of learning in the
past year on issues concerning
South Africa. On a number of campuses, the climate lias apparently
been one of confrontation; here at
Trinity, one of interaction among
us.
The March 22nd action of the
Trustees represents a movement
to a new position on the part of the
College. We are unanimous in recongnizing the need to dissociate
an institution of this sort from the
injustice of the apartheid system.
That is clear in the decision to divest if no meaningful change is
forthcoming on the part of the
South African government. Some
of us — I include myself in this
group — believe that the intransigence of the South African government will not be swayed by
whatever steps take place in the
near future. Others express the
hope that the announced intention
of the College to divest will add
weight to the efforts of companies
in this country and within South
Africa to press for meaningful
change. Failing that, and their
subsequent decision to pull out of
South Africa in a very short time,
we are prepared to divest our holdings.
I hope that the whole community
will recognize-the urgency of the
other two actions outlined in the
Trustees' report. Shortly before
Easter I received a letter from Simeon Nkoane, one of the early visitors to the College following the
October decision to begin an educational effort on campus. He is a
•friend of five years, and I-can
safely say that the tenor of his letters is increasingly one of discouragement
in the
face _• of
governmental harassment. Forces
for non-violent change are being
ground between the hostility of the
government and the frustration of
the black community. Expressions
of support to him, to Bishop Tutu,
and to Mr. Michael Corke of St.
Barnabas College would be tangible evidence of this community's
continued commitment on this issue. I have attached their addresses to the end of the letter.
Similarly, pressure for meaningful action by the United States
government is urgent.. The United
States Congressional Representative from the First Connecticut
. District is Trinity Trustee Barbara
Kennelly, who has been outspoken
in her call for meaningful sanctions.
Finally, let me say that I am convinced that without the active
leadership of students and faculty
on this matter, the Trustees' position would not be what it is. We
did not reach our conclusions because we were "pressured" into
them by confrontation. But we
would not have reached them, I am
convicned, without the interaction
of all segments of this community.
I would be happy tomeet with your
editors to carry this conversation
a step further.

QADAFFY
Gift Committee
Thanks Donors
To The Editors,
The Senior Class Gift Committee has received several generous
donations thus far and we would
like to add your name to the current list of donors. All gifts help
and are much appreciated. So before you live it up this spring, think
about giving to your class gift. The
following have donated to the Class
of 86' class gift:

Mr.
Ms.
Ms.
Ms.
Ms.
Ms.

Kenneth J. Abere Jr.
Regina Bishop
Martha Bush-Brown
Grace Cavero
Joyce Chin
Olive Cobb

^ I H ^ l
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Ms. Holly Decker
Ms. Lisa J. Dinnick
Mr. J. Russel Gangi
Mr. James A. Ganz
Ms. Sarah Giblin
Ms. Jennifer K. Hardman
Ms. Lia Kwee
Ms. Leslie Lucas
Ms. Regina Moore
•Ms. Elizabeth Morrus ,
Ms. Carolyn M; Mueller1' -> '
Ms. Lisa Muirhead
Mr. Paul Nyklicek
Ms. Denise Rosano
Ms. Kate Simonds
Ms. Claire Slaughter
Mr. Daniel Stanton
Mr. John Stratakis
Ms. Marilyn Wiess
Mr. Charles Wilmerding
Ms. Michelle R. Wyckoff
Sincerely,
Billy Markowitz
Senior Class Gift Committee
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Cordially yours,
The Rt. Rev.
Arthur E. Walmsley Bishop of
Connecticut
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Anyone interested in the addresses Bishop Walmsley mentions
in his letter should express this interest in a note to The Tripod via
Box 1833. We will send you a copy
of them.
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CHIP RHODES
continued from page 1
My head was swimming with
such lucid memories. Paces that
had been fuzzy and without focus
were becoming more real. I must
have wandered in my reflective
stupor for an hour, oblivious to
time and space. I had set out on
this journey with my tongue firmly
planted in my cheek; but I must
confess I was now getting very
close to sentimentality.
Turning the corner by the Principal's office, I stumbled into a
very young-looking couple who
_were locked in a passionate embrace. Wrestling match is more
like it. They were both moaning,
while their hands ranged over each
other's anatomies. Needless to say,
my Puritan sensibilities were effronted.
"Excuse me," I mumbled automatically. I was actually more embarassed than effronted.
Without even breaking their
kiss, they gave me a mutual, sidelong glare. Somehow I didn't feel
welcome, but I wasn't quite ready
to leave them to their phlegmswapping session.
"You know, I used to go here,"

I told them. I can't imagine why I
said it or how I could think they
would care.
They finally broke the kiss so the
girl could ask a question.
"What?" she asked.
"I said I used to go to school
here."
"So what do you expect us to do
about it?" It was a sensible question.
"I'm sorry, I guess it was a dumb
thing to say," I admitted. "How
old are you two, anyway?"
"Why do you care?"
"Because I'm on a quest for my
lost youth and I'd like to determine
if you two are proper embodiments
of the adolescent identity I'm
trying" to recapture," I answered
without even flinching.
They exchanged a look that
seemed to suggest the possibility
of my being from some other galaxy. But I was undaunted.
"Can either of you conceive of
life after high school?" I asked.
This time the boy spoke. "Look
pal, I don't know what kind of
drugs you're on, but you better
leave us alone or you'll regret it."
He was pointing a threatening index finger at me.

Mea/roF

Staff Writer
Part of my spring cleaning rej ^ a j , ^ an .abnormally large, num^her of,o\<i Tripods. What to do with
them is a question that has plagued Trin campers ever since the
invention of movable type. Well,
until science can discover a way to
convert old newspapers into oil,
there could be a problem. So here
are 25 suggestions for you and
your old Tripods.
1.
Prop up your living room T.V.
like we did (The TV broke the next
week. No causal connection, I don't
think.)
2.
Make a collage of your favorite
1985-1986 Bantam athletes. Don't
forget Tighe, Oakley, LeBurn,
Pfohl, Adam, and those other photogenic sport stars who appeared
all over the back of the Tripod.
3.
Make a scrapbook of anti-apartheid articles.
4.
Try to search for any anti-divestment articles.
5
Shellac a couple thousand Tripods together and build a shantytown.
6.
Shred them for confetti and save
them for next year's Trinity basketball and hockey finals.

7.
Use them on the bottom of a
birdcage.
8.
Send newspapers in #7 to Tripod
9.
Use them to lay the foundation
for a nice tartan surface on the
outdoor track.
10.
Make a paper mache Bantam,
paint him yellow, and toss it
around during home football
games. (Don't put a person in it,
though.)
11.
See if Folletts will take them off
your hands at 10 cents on the dollar.
12.
Decorate the walls of Mather
Dining Hall with pictures nf Hurricane Gloria.
13.
Throw them in the paper recycling cans at Hallden.
14.
Look at the "Announcements"
section of each page for the past
year and count how many events
you attended.
15.
Get last year's pictures of Spring
Weekend and try to find yourself
in the crowd (Freshman not included.)
16.
Pick a page at random from 25
Tripods and see if the word "the"
appears 7% of the time.(Of course,

IN we PARK.

Great, just great. Not only had
my quest reached a dead-end, but
I was also in serious danger of having my clock cleaned by a some
pugnacious teenager. 1 decided to
appease him.
"Take it easy, okay," I said, "I
don't want any trouble either. I
just want to know what the both
of you think about the imminence
of adulthood."
"The what of adulthood?" the
girl asked, furrowing her brow.
Her sweetheart was clenching and
unclenching his fists.
"Forget it," I sighed and skulked
away down the halls, which no
longer teemed with the colorful
memories of my high school days.
Feeling old and silly, I went
straight home.
What a joke. I don't know if I
really expected to "find" anything
at dear old Medway High. Probably not. It was fairly interesting to
go back and I will admit that, for
a few minutes there, I was back in
high school. But that's nothing unusual.
I haven't been back to the school
since then. And I don't think I'll
be going anytime in the forseeable

m

that means you have to count every
word on every one of the 25 pages.
You might want to save this one
until after finals.)
17.
, Take every issue since the. beginning' ofttfe"year, count the number
of pages and divide by two, measure the length of a Tripod fully
spread, out, multiply all these
numbers by 6000, convert that
number from inches to miles and
see how far all published Tripods
stretch out to. (There is no prize
attached to this, but it would be a

VOW/
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future. Besides the futility of the
quest, there's also the danger of
getting popped for interrupting a
tryst.

Old Tripods Offer Creative
by Stephen Balon
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I guess I'm just not willing to
risk my fragile health for something as inconsequential as my innocence.

Outlet

fun math modeling problem.)
18.
Roll them up and build a log
cabin.
19.
Try tallow the log cabin down.
20.
Compare a Tripod to another
school's paper. Prove that college
newspapers are all the same, and
the names are changed to create
diversity.
21.
."
Try to crumple one up using only
your right hand.

22.
Put them in a huge pile, douse
the pile with grain alcohol, and ignite it.(It is recommended that this
not be tried on the Trinity campus.) .
23.
Reread all of them.
24.
Save them.
25.
Just throw them out.

Lt. Lizard Throws Down Gauntlet
by the Lizard
Dear Colonel Khadafy:
How's life treating you these
days? I'm a college student just returning from my spring break. Had
fun and didn't get arrested. I had
a dream that you were awarded an
honorary degree from Trinity, and
made this amazing speech, telling
us not to believe anything the papers said, that you were opposed
to any sort of violence, and just
wanted to farm and party. I really
want to believe you are like that,
but freedom of the press tells me I
can't.
I hear the Libyan girls swoon
over you, but I wouldn't wear your
sandals for all the camels in the
world. You have gotten the world's

Dr.spWi«« more. a

TV X-Mew

attention — well done, it looks like
you've found the secret for busting
America's balls. But bombs and
terrorists? Didn't Mama tell you
that what goes around comes
around? Well violence begets violence, so say your prayers, wabbit!
I don't even know how it got
started anymore — what were you
trying to say, anyway? We have
already branded you a psychotic
towel-head, and invent jokes like:
"Why do Libyan warships have
glass floors? So Khadafy can inspect his navy." Your means have
destroyed our ends. I hear many
different opinions on that last scuffle we had, and it seemed so childish. By calling your boundary a
"line of death", you have made our
day.

I've reaped how boorish the
whole game is, and if what you're
after is recognition, then you have
won. But boys will be boys. Remember what you're up against.
America. Land of conflicting values. We are told to love one another, but, in the words of General
Patton: "America loves a winner,
and will not tolerate a loser." We
ain't gonna cry home to Mama,
either.
Realizing that you can't change
the way things are is part of growing up. Both of us are over 21,
right? So it's about time you and
me settled this whole thing — at
the bar.
Kiss your Arab ass Goodbye.
Best regards,
Lieutenant Lizard
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ORLD OUTLOOK
Contra Aid Futile
For those who believe that continued funding of the Nicaraguan contras
will bring about continued stalemate and bloodshed in that country, the
narrow House defeat of Reagan's request for $100 million in aid for the
eontras was a victory, albeit a small one and probably a short-lived one.
However, the refusal of the Sandinistas to sign the Contadora Peace
agreement and the subsequent break-down on the Contadora talks on
April 7 was a disappointment and a frustration to those who see a negotiated settlement as the only practical alternative to the failed military
pressure.
The American involvement in Nicaragua is not so simplistic as to be
painted in black and white. The contras are far from the "freedom fighters" and the Sandinistas are not quite the evil totalitarians that the
President has made them out to be. Yet, nor are all of the contras bloodthirsty barbarians and the Sandinistas well-intenioned "Democratic" leaders waiting to hand over the power to the people. Out of this confusion
though, the United States must clearly define its goals in Nicaragua and
develop a policy which will insure our security and the stability of the
neighboring countries, and foster democracy within Nicaragua.
President Reagan's grand design for Nicaragua is unstated yet widely
known and clearly understood — he wants the removal of the Sandinista
government and the installation of a government more tailored to Washington's needs. To pursue this end Reagan has enlisted the support of the
contras, supplied them with weapons and equipment, and handed them
over to the. CIA for organization, training and instruction in some of the
tricks of the intelligence trade that the CIA knows well. (Anybody who
doesn't know what the CIA does should read the black manual that they
passed out to the contras.) Reagan, and others in his administration,
believe that the pressure exerted by the contras will topple the Sandinista
government. However, many government officials, including William
Casey, head of the CIA, now concede that the eontras do not have the
strength to overthrow the ruling Junta.
A major source of weakness in the contra campaign lies in their disunity.
They are divided into several splinter groups and factions. The two largest
contra groups (the FDN and the ARDE) are led by two men on the
complete opposite of the ideological spectrum. One is headed by Eden
Pastora, a disillusioned former Sandinistan and the other is commanded
by Enrique Bermudez, once a Somozoa man. And, though the ranks of
the contras have grown, they have produced no substantial military victories. The contras are neither strong enough nor powerful enough to
even make a dent in the Sandinista stronghold. If Reagan truly wants to
Mtw. MEWS • MEA Colleae Press Service
oust the Sandinistas, he has no other option than to flex the American
muscle.
Nicaraguan policy, then, stems from a disagreement over the means to
achieve the ends — there is very little disagreement over the ends themselves.
Many administration officials and congressmen, both Democrat and
Republican, contend that ttie contra pressure is a necessary tool to force
the Sandinistas, to concede these .points. (The House rejected $100 million
in contra aid by only a slim margin — 222 to 210. The Senate voted in
favor of the aid — 53 to 47.) Yet, the past few years of contra pressure
has proven to be tremendously counterproductive to America's goals. We
have yet to see one point which the Sandinistas have conceded due to
military pressure. Instead, the years of military aid and pressure "have
managed to achieve...the simultaneously disserving of all those interests
[U.S. goals]. There is hardly a point among them on which we are not
James Chace, editor of the New York Times Book Review and author of
worse off than we were in 1980." (Commonweal, April 1983) The pressure
the book Endless War; How We Got Involved in Central America and
has backfired. James Chace wrote that "The contras have unquestionably
What Can Be Done, wrote that "Neither of his [Ronald Reagan's] major
killed some innocent people, and the Sandinistas have used the contra
objectives —. the overthrow of the Sandinista government in Nicaragua...
danger to, rally the population, justify their own military build-up and
— is likely to be achieved without the use of American troops." Indeed a
suspend civil liberties."
top secret briefing paper sent to Congress in April of 1985 said that
The administration believed that the pressure would lead to a decrease
"direct application of U.S. military force...must realistically be recognized
in the size of the Sandinistan army. In 1982, Nicaragua had an armed
as an eventual option, given our stakes in the region, if other policy
force of 55,000 men. This number has escalated to 300,000 men, or 10%
alternatives fail." But, what if Reagan was to send American troops down
of the population. Guatemala, Honduras and'El Salvador collectively have
to Nicaragua? Disaster would be the most probable outcome. Reagan could
117,000 men in their armed forces.
not expect support for such an enterprise from either the Nicaraguan
In addition, the pressure has pushed the Sandinistas closer to the Sovipeople or the American people.
ets. According to the Sandinistas, they had nowhere to turn but the
Central American hatred of the United States runs deep, and with good
Soviets to get their arms. The Soviets have compiled and the Sandinistas
reason. Over the past 150 years, the U.S. has entered Central America
now have in their possession a sophisticated arsenal including 110 Soviet
and the Carribean no less than 60 times. The Marines made several trips
T-54 and T-55 main battle tanks and 30 PT-76 amphibious tanks. The
down to Nicaragua in the 1890's. In 1912, the Marines returned to NicaNicaraguans are becoming more and more beholden to the Soviets the
ragua and did not come home to the United States until 21 years later.
more they must depend on their sale of arms to defend themselves against
And, it was the U.S. who installed the abhorred Somozoa dynasty and
the contras. The contra pressure has created a justification for the Sancreated the much feared and hated National Guard, the cruel and callous
dinistas to conduct such an enormous build-up. President Daniel Ortega
arm of the Somozoan regime.
calls "wolf" every so often, crying that the U.S. plans to invade. This
Publicly, the Administration is calling for the expulsion of all Soviet and
threat of a U.S. invasion not only spurs an increased military build-up, it
Cuban military advisors, a dramatic reduction of the size of the Sandiniscreates waves of anti-American feelings.
tan armament, an end to Sandinistan support for insurgents and terrorContra recruits have increased in the past few years, yet many Nicaraists, and the inclusion of the opposition in the Nicaraguan government.
guans are still weary of the contras, eyeing them as tools of U.S. imperiAttainment of these "immediate" goals would hopefully foster democracy
alism designs. Contra brutality — the murder and rape of civilians, the
within Nicaragua, gain the respect of the Nicaraguan people, prevent
killing of livestock and the burning of villages — is widely felt by the
Nicaragua from becoming a Soviet or Cuban satellite, and would insure
Nicaraguan people. The fact that these contras are supported by the
the stability of other Central American countries. These goals probably
United States' CIA is helping to destroy any trace of positive feelings
reflect the wishes of the vast majority of Americans. The division over
toward the contras that the already virulent anti-American Nicaraguans
might have had. Reporters wrote in Newsweek that the contra "cause is
tarnished as a creature of the Central Intelligence Agency, which in 1981
recruited a group of former guardsmen into the FDN." Thus, while losinglocal potential support for the contras, the U.S. is alsp losing respect
among the Nicaraguan people.
The Reagan Administration sought to break the Sandinista Junta using
pressure from the contras. Instead, as a result of the contra pressure, the
opposite came about. As in the case of any war which puts a government
on the defensive, the Sandinistas, once at odds with each other, have
June16bound closer together. One journalist wrote that "...the contra insurgency
August 11
may have helped sustain that unity [the unity of the Sandinistas]." The
contra danger has strengthened the spirit and determination not to bend
to U.S. pressures.
The war with the contras has given the Sandinistas a justification for
suspension of civil liberties and exclusion of opposition parties from participation in government. The government has severely restricted freedom
JOIN US! Students, teachers and many others
of speech and freedom of press all in the name of national defense Block
are spending this summer bicycling across Americacommittees were formed to spy on citizens. Reports of Sandinistan brutality have been almost as numerous as reports of contra atrocities This
giving presentations on world poverty and raising
is not .in any way an argument to defend the Sandinistas' actions nor does
money for self-help projects and fellowships.
it necessarily mean that civil liberties will return once the contras stop
fighting. Yet as the contra war intensifies so, it seems, does the represA project of tha Overseas Development Network
sion.
Blka-Ald '86, P.O. Box 2306, Stanford CA S4305

The World In
Review
HILLARY DAVIDSON

Bike-Aid '86

continued on page 11

The World Outlook
section is an Open
Forum for the views
of its writers. The
opinions expressed
in this section do not
necessarily conform
with those of the
World Outlook
Editors or the entire
Tripod staff.

FAST-TRACK
CREDITS
This Summer earn
3 college credits
in 3 weeks
(or 5, 6, or 8 weeks)
Day & Evening
selections
$128 per3-credit
course

Call 647-6242
for a free brochure
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ORLD OUTLOOK
More Contra Aid?
continued from page 10
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What has U.S. support of the contras brought about? It has pushed the
Sandinistas closer to the Soviets and the Cubans instead of pulling them
farther apart; it has sent their armed forces spiralling upward instead of
downward; it has consolidated the power of the directorate, not broken
it, and it has generated a new wave of anti-Americanism on the part of
the people, not the love and reverence for the U.S. that Reagan had
wanted. James Chace wrote: "The Sandinistas are avowed Marxists bent
on constructing a Marxist-Lenninist state Nicaragua. But they have not
been — nor are they likely to be — swayed from this path by the kind of
economic and military pressures that have been mounted by President
Reagan ..." Clearly then, a change of policy must be sought after if we
wish to achieve our goals.
The only viable option for dealing with the Nicaraguans is negotiations.
"At the very least, the Contadora treaty will hold the Sandinistas accountable for their behavior, and will encourage Latin American g-overnments
to join with Western European powers in putting economic and diplomatic
pressure on the Sandinistas to move toward greater political pluralism,"
James Chase wrote. Yet, Reagan and Ortega are going around in a vicious
circle. Reagan believes that increased pressure from the contras will bring
about concessions from Nicaragua. Nicaragua will not make any concession until the U.S. stops funding the contras. And so, the Contadora talks
broke down after three days.
The Nicaraguans hoped that they could use their mere presence at the
negotiating table as a bargaining chip to force a halt to U.S. aid to the
contras. Nicaragua even wanted El Salvador, Honduras and Costa Rica
to issue a condemnation of U.S. contra aid. The three countries refused.
What will be the most likely consequence of the Sandinistas' foolish
political move? Legislators who voted against aid last month and who saw
the upcoming Contadora talks as a hopeful sign that a peaceful solution
could be worked out, will be more willing to vote for some kind of compromise aid package this time around when the House takes up issue
again on April 15th.
Also, in the eyes of many congressmen the intractability of Nicaragua
suggests that Reagan may be justified in claiming that even more aid is
needed to break the Sandinistas. Reagan will, therefore, get the aid he
wants, and the backward, futile contra war will continue in Nicaragua,
making all of our policy goals that much further away from becoming a
reality.

:

people •

Qaddafi
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»St. Anthony Hall's Soapbox Derby
On Saturday May 3, the annual St. Anthony
Hall Soap Box Derby will be held. Vernon
Street will be closed for race, and haystacks
will be placed at the end of the street.
Proceeds from the race will go to the
Muscular Dystrophy Association and the
Trinity College Child Day Care Center. Clubs,
professors, fraternities and dormitories are
encouraged to pool their resources and build
race cars. Hartford Police will examine each
race car for safety. They want to see each car
a few days prior to the race. Each car must
have brakes and a steering mechanism.
There is a three person limit to each car.
Propulsion will come only from gravity; there
will be no pushing or pedaling at the start or
during the race. Each car will have three runs
against different cars. The two cars with the
best times of the day will race in the finals
for the trophy, which will be presented at the
Hall at midnight at the Awards Ceremony
Party. All those interested in building soap
box racers and participating should register
soon. This year the Hartford police will be
strict on the safety of each car, and all
participants should make sure that their cars
are okayed by April 28th. Good luck and see
you at the races.
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RTS&ENTERTAINMENT
"Showstoppers!" Dazzles with Broadway's Best
by Dana Skinger
Staff Writer
At 8:00 PM in the Goodwin Theatre from Thursday, April 10, to
Saturday, April 12, the Jesters
presented Showstoppers in conjunction with the Crown/Matrix
Club. Showstoppers, a musical revue of great songs and scenes from
plays of the 1950s and 1960s, entertained a near capacity audience
on Saturday night. The production
was handled impeccably by Musical Director Joseph Scorese, '86,
who also was accompanist on the
piano throughout the production.
Joseph was assisted by Assistant
Director Gretchen Schoppert, '85,
and Choreographer Sonia Plumb,
'85.
The full cast opened the show
with the lively and funny number,
Comedy Tonight. Act I featured
songs from the Broadway shows of
the 1950s. This era was represented by the musicals Guys and
Dolls, MyFairLady, Music Man,
and West Side Story. Jeanne Harrison/87, and Tory Clawson,'89,

put in admirable solo performances in I'm Not at All In Love
and Adelaide's Lament respectively. Tory's powerful voice and
Jeanne's comic expression made
the pieces more than mere music;
they were memorable entertainment.
Act I continued with Marian the
Librarian, a number in which Herb
Emanuelson, '86, performed the
lighthearted opening solo and was
later joined by the entire cast. The
Balcony Scene brought this part
of the performance to a height due
to the outstandingly memorable
duet performed by Jon Potter, '87,
and Lisa Howell, '87. Act I was
brought to an end by a humorous
rendition of Get My to The Church
on Time, done by the full cast and
featuring Frank Connelly '88.
After the intermission, Act II,
which featured Broadway music of
• the 1960s, opened with Mame's
It's Today.The number featured
the combined talents of the cast
highlighted by the vocal talents of
Elizabeth Bennett '88. This was
proceeded by the heartrending
song As Long As He Needs Me
which was expertly presented by

Jeanne Harrison '87. The number
which was undoubtedly the audience's favorite, But, Mr. Adams,
gave a hysterical view into the
Constitutional Convention of 1776.
A melancholic mood was well
portrayed in the singing and dialogue of Chava and Par From the
Home I Love, from Fiddler on the
Roof done by Tom Zoubek '86 and
Alexandra Beers '88. LeAnn Murphy '86 fit perfectly into her solo,
Don't Rain on My Parade, from
Funny Girl. Side By Side, the finale, ended the show on a note of
comaraderie. The number's beginning featured Jon Potter, '87, in a
slightly sarcastic but hilarious role.
The audience gave Showstoppers a long and loud applause,
which was well deserved. I found
the show entertaining, and was especially impressed with the solo
acts. Talented Scorese's piano
playing gave music and life to the
production. The production combined perennial favorites with
lesser known but excellent pieces.
The audience left singing and humming.

Photo by Meryl Levin

Tory Clawson sings "Adelaide's Lament" in this past weekend's performance of "Showstoppers ! " in Austin Arts Center.

Partners Co.: A "Journey" in Dance
by Ginny Thompson
Staff Writer
Partners Dance Company, a
group of eight dancers including
Artists in Residence Carter McAdams and Nusha Martynuk, will
be performing at Trinity's Austin
Arts Center April 18-19 at 8:00
PM. The company evolved in 1981
in New York city and upon receipt
of a grant from the greater Hartford Arts Council, Partners was
able to make Hartford their home
in 1982. Partners has made many.'
performances throughout the nation and has danced with such
groups as Pilobous and the Nickolai Dance Company.
This is Partners first performance here with their extended
company. Three of the dancers are
from Trinity: Senior Linda Go- .
meau, Sophomore Laura Martin,
and Alumni Alison Friday. Of the
remaining dancers Adam Battlestein is from North Hampton, MA,
and Laura Shaw is a dance teacher
at Kingswood-Oxford in West
Hartford, CT.
As an added touch to the com. pany's fifth anniversary performance at the Austin Arts Center,
all of the music will be live and
played by its composers Andre
Photo by Richard Grabbart
Gribou and Jeff Thomas. Gribou
Nusha Martynuk and Carter McAdams will appear in Austin Arts Cen- plays the piano and the prepared
ter with the Partners Dance Co. on April 18 and 19.
piano. This unusual technique of

UPCOMING CULTURALEVENTS
Real Art Ways Offers
Winant and his Music

linese
event
$8.00
dents,

people. Admission for t h e '
is $4,00 to the public and.
for RAW members,. stuand senior citizens!
' •, "

meticuously placing nuts, bolts, or
objects such as soft clay between
the piano's strings, meant to modify the sound of the piano, sterns
from the great avant-guarde artist
John Cage. Jeff Thomas who is responsible for the percussion instruments, does not play just any
instrument either. These are some
of the instruments he plays: the
Timpani, Vibraphone, and Concert
Marimba.
In a recent interview with Faith
Middleton of WELI the co-founders and artistic directors of Partners Nusha Martynuk and Carter
McAdams spoke of their company
and discussed their views about
such things as the ideal dancer and
the choreographic process. Much
of their comments showed how
well the dance team works together as they either supported
each others ideas or mmade a
slightly varied but supporting remark. The two discussed the frustrations
involved
with
choreographing. Eventhough they
do think alike, there are times such
as when they choreographed a
piece which is performed in a
Hammock, that a small movement
of a hand where it did not occur
before, set the hammock swinging
and the piece completely awry.
Characteristic of modern dancers, MeAdams and Martynuk both
emphaisized the importance of a
dancer's soulful commitment to a
piece rather than a technically correct dancer. When asked what
makes a good dancer, Martynuk

spoke of dancers who give a strong
performance, full of rich mov
ements and who damand of themselves: "Am I fully committed to
this movement?"
, McAdams contrasted the meduium of dance with theatre and explained why he personally, was so
attracted by dance. He spoke of
the immediate sensations of su- *
prise, shock, or satisfaction from
certain movements and how, on
very special moments, good dancing returns him to a "sense of
being alive".
The most philosophical and provocative question asked of the dancers centered around their
awareness of their bodies: did they
feel confined or at one with their
bodies as dancers? Martynuk said
that she likes to think of her body
as a vessel through which the
dance moves. McAdams answered
the question in the socratic method
by asking of the interviewer, "Do
you feel you have a body or that
you are your body?"
The April 18 and 19th performance will be at the Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts Center at
8:00 PM. Tickets are free to all
Trinity students and faculty, $4.00
for all other students, and $6.00
general admission. There will also
be a post-performance benefit
party for Partners Dance Company on Saturday April 19 - the
cost is $25.00. To find out more
about the benefit party, call 7270076, and for more ticket information call the box office

Yale Opens British Art
Center with Mason

• Real Art Ways Music is planning
to present William Winant, a percussionist whose style is characterized by' multiple -solos' and
percussion with computer gener-'
ated tapes, 6a April 16 at 8:30 PM..

• Yale University opens its newest
addition, the Yale Center .for BritLeithauser Reads His ish Art, with the exhibit Robert
Mason:- Paintings. The exhibit
Poetry at Hamlin
premieres .on-April 15th-and runs
through June 15, The works of Ma- ;
Writer Brad Leithauser will give son seem to emphasize events of'
The pieces that Winant plans for a,reading'of his poetry on Tues- the past and often feature the role
his visit to Hartford include' works day, April IS,' at 8: IB PM .in the1 •of color,. Robert Mason will a'ceoms
by Gordon Mtunma:, Larry .Polan- Faculty Club of Hamliri Hall. Lei- pany his 'worRs 'to New- Haven to :
sky, and Morton Feldman, In fact, thauser has written one novel, assist with their installation and'
Equal Distance arid two books of will hold a1, discussion of his'paint-',
Mumma and Polansky will join poetry,Hundreds of Fireflies and ings on April" 15 at 12:30 PM. The.
Winant far his performance, along Cats of the Temple.He holds de- exhibit has been made possible.by
grees from Harvard College and .a grant from the British Council.
with Chris Brown. Winant studied Harvard Law" School and was Arn- The / exhibit, which is open from.
at York University and Mills Col- herst's Poet-In:Residence during Tuesday through Saturday from
lege, and his main interest lies in the 1984-85 academic year. Lei- 10:00 AM to 5:00PM and, Sunday
non-western percussion such as thauser's reading is' part of the from 2:00 PM to 5:00 PM, is free
to the public. •. • ,
that of the -South Indian and Ba- Connecticut Poetry Circuit tour;

Photo by Meryl Levin

Tim Burbank and Joe Madiera show their stuff as part of Saturday's
"Tropical Spring Swing" concert by Trinity's own jazz band. The impressive performance, originally planned for the Cave patio, was
moved inside due to cold weather.
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QE2 STANDBY FARE TO E U R O P E - N O W 6 4 9
This standby fare provides a
berth in a room for four (we'll
find traveling companions for
you). Or, for $749, sail in a
minimum-grade room for two.
This limited offer is subject to
withdrawal without prior
notice and may not be combined with any other offer.
Rate does not include taxes or

airfare. Confirmation will be
given three weeks prior to sailing; a $100 deposit is required
with your request. For details,
see your travel agent or write:
Cunard, Box 2935, Grand
Central Station, NQW York,
NY 10163.
QUEEN ELIZABETH 2

Last of the Great Superliners.

QE2 registered in Great Britain,

QUEEN ELIZABETH 2 • SAGAFJORD • VISTAFJORD • CUNARD COUNTESS • CUNARD PRINCESS

B O S T O N

U N I V E R S I T Y
Summer

Term 1 9 8 6

Boston University is the place to be
this summer! Take advantage of the
excellent academic resources of worldrenowned Boston University while you
enjoy the unique atmosphere of one of
the world's most
dynamic cities-/
BOSTON.

B 400 credit courses in forty-four
subject areas
a Two six-week sessions: May 20june 28 and July 1-August 9
• Undergraduate and graduate courses
a Day or evening classes
• Register by mail or in person
REGISTRATION BEGINS APRIL 22.
For a free copy of the Summer Term
1986 Bulletin and Guide to Boston
Summer Events

Summer Help Wanted
Buildings and Grounds

CALL 617/353-3000

May 27 - September 1
All kinds of jobs available
Apply

or mail coupon today!

Boston University Summer Term 1986
755 Commonwealth Avenue, Room 204
Boston, MA 02215
Name.
Address

B & G Office 8 AM-4 P.M.

City

. State.

. Zip.

University/College __
Boston University is an equal opportunity institution

The
White House
Fellowships

Experienced travelers agree:

DON'T GO
WITHOUT
"LET'S GO»

A unique opportunity
for outstanding Americans
early in their careers to
work for a year at
the highest levels of
the Federal Government

They're the most comprehensive budget guide books
available today-with up-to-date information on
where to stay, what to eat, what to see, and how to get
there. It's the only guide you'll ever need.

For more information:
The President's Commission on
White House Fellowships
712 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20503
(202) 395-4522

Summer

Fall

"Unique and uniquely appealing...
The more I read other guidebooks, the
more I like LET'SGO."
—Time Magazine
"Interesting and lively.. .the coverage
extends far beyond the beaten path."
—TWA Ambassador Magazine

Spring

WASHINGTON
OR LONDON
INTERNSHIPS
OXFORD SUMMER
1986
Full Academic Years In
• Oxford University
• LS.E.
• St. Andrews, Scotland
U.S. credits will be transferred
through Hampden-Sydney
College, founded in Virginia by
James Madison in 1776.
Graduate work is an option.
The Director of Studies for the
Center for Quality Education
Abroad (in Britain) is the Rt.
Hon. The Lord Beioff, D.Litt.
(Oxon.), Fellow of the British
Academy, Professor Emeritus
of Government and Fellow of
All Souls, Oxford. .
INQUIRIES TO:
JANET KOLLEK.J.D.,
Admissions DirectorCQEA/
WISC, Rm 53,158 W. 81 St.,
NY, NY, 10024.
(212-724-O8O4/724-O136).
(EO/AA)

LET
Harvard Student Agencies, Inc.
EUROPE • USA • BRITAIN &
IRELAND • FRANCE • ITALY •
ISRAEL & EGYPT • GREECE •
MEXICO • SPAIN, PORTUGAL &
MOROCCO • CALIFORNIA &
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
$9.95 each (Europe, $10.95)

ST. MARTIN'S PRESS
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ORE SPORTS
Yartk Starters Questionable
continued frontpage 15
second baseman Willie Randolph
(.276, team captain) is steady with
the glove and a good number two
hitter behind Henderson as he executes the hit-and-run to perfection; the outfield of Ken Griffey/
Henry Cotto, Henderson, and
Winfield is one of the best in baseball; and the catcher, Butch Wynegar (.223, 5 HR's in an injury
plagued year), is sound defensively
and should have a good year with
the bat now that he's been assured

of being the team's number one
backstop. Gary Roenicke and Mike
Easier, though old, are still effective as D.H.'s. The only weaklinks
are at shortstop and third base
where Bob Meacham (.218, 1 HR)
and Dale Berra (.229, 1 HR) sport
lead gloves and bats respectively.
The key to the Yankees' chances
rest in the starters' ability to keep
the team in the games on a consistent basis. If Piniella can coax six
solid innings out of his starters
each night and then allow his bullpen to take over the Yankees have

Red Sox: Same
continued from page 15
Romero can play six positions, all
of them poorly. Yes the BoSox will
score runs but can they prevent
them?
That responsibility will fall to Oil
Can Boyd, Bruce Hurst, Al Nipper, Roger Clemens and relievers
Stanley and Stewart.
The demonstrative Boyd (15-13,
3.70) has a variety of pitches in his
repertoire but he has a tendency
to get infatuated with his breaking
stuff and yield gopher balls (26). If
Boyd ever masters his pitch selection and controlls his temper, he
could be a star. But that's a big
"if" for this flake to realize.
The Red Sox organization remains infatuated with Hurst for

as good a shot as Detroit or Toronto to win the division and the
pennant. With the Yanks' hitting
and bullpen, they should remain in
the thick of the race and win at
least 90 games for new manager
Piniella; if the starters falter completely though, Piniella could be
gone. Of course, Steinbrenner is
prepared should that happen. Why
he's already got a replacement in
mind and under contract — you
didn't think he hired Billy Ma'tin
as an announcer just for his voice
did you?

Old

some strange reason. Last year,
the lefty went 11-13, posted an
horrendous 4.51 ERA, and yielded
31 homers. They traded the wrong
lefty when they let Tudor g-o.
Nipper is coming off an injuryplagued year which saw him go 912 with an unspectacular 4.06
ERA. Like Hurst and Boyd, he also
allowed more hits than innings
pitched.
Clemens (7-5, 3.29 ERA) was the
BoSox' best pitcher last year but
the flame-thrower has a history of
arm troubles. Still, he was the only
starter to yield fewer hits than innings pitched last year and he
could blossom if he remains healthy
and perfects an offspeed pitch to
complement his heater.

Song

The relief corps is spearheaded
by Stanley (6-6, 2.87 ERA), but
he's basically a one-man staff.
Steve Crawford (6-5, 3.76 ERA)
had decent numbers but he's
hardly sensational. And lefties Joe
Sambitio and Tim Lollar are retreads who've been cut loose by
several teams. Stewart (5-7, 3.61
ERA) has one pitch and won't help
appreciably.
The pitchers that have been
brought in recently (Sambito,
Stewart, Lollar, Crawford, Wes
Gardner, Cal Schiraldi) to solve the
team's glaring weakness are mere
stopgaps and in a division which
features the Yanks, Blue Jays, and
Tigers, it will be a long summer
indeed for the BoSox.

W-Track Is Much Improved
continued from page 16
a first at Wesleyan in the long
jump. Finally, she led off the woman's winning mile relay against
Williams and Conn. That mile relay also featured freshman Pat
Taffuri, who had a fine day, also
participating in the winning 4x100
relay and winning the open 400
with a 61.2 seconds.
The Lady Bants have also done
fairly well in the weight events.
Karen Sonnone had a great day at
Westfield setting a school record
94 feet in the discus. She also took
3rd in the hammer, and 6th with
the javelin. Helping the cause was
Lucia Dow, 5th in the hammer.
Sonnone also fared well at Wesleyan, setting a record 74' 10" in
the hammer for 2nd, a second record, and a secord place in the dicus at 99' 8" and a third in the
javelin. Dow took 2nd in the hammer and 4th' in the shot put at
home. Rounding out the weight
scoring Saturday was Sue Kinz
with a second in the javelin and
Gail Wehrli taking a third in the
long jump at Westfield.

their share of sucess also. Senior
captain Wendy Pillsbury had some
fine performances. Not only did
she take 4th in the 500 meters at
Westfield, but she also took 3rds
at Wesleyan in the long jump and
the open 400 as well. During-the
weekend she got 4th in the 400 and
a strong second in the high jump.
Meredith Lynch has also been versatile. The junior took 5th in the
500 at Westfield and ran a strong .
leg of the mile relay. She won the
1500 meter relay and also scored a
4th at home in the high jump and
the 500 meters.
A pleasant surprise for the Bantams has been sophomore Shana
Pyun. She took 6th at Westfield in
the 500 and later ran a fine leg of
the mile relay. She continued her
surge at Wesleyan taking 2nd in
the 1500 and 3rd in the 500 behind
Lynch and also running the mile
relay. At home, she impressed the
opposition with a leg in the mile
relay that put Trin in front to stay,
after she had come in second in the
500 earlier in the day. Another
welcome addition to the team, sen-

She ran a gutsy 3rd in the 1500 at
Westfield and ran a leg of the mile
relay.-She won the 3000 meters at
home on Saturday.
The Women's team looks very
strong, and they should be giving
the rest of the NESCAC schools
some fine competition this coming
Saturday, April 19th at Willow
Brook Park for the NESCAC
championship.

Scott VanderMarck is tennis' number one seed.

Whalers Uvdate
ean Dougher
Staff Writer
In- September Sports Editor
Marc Esterman said in his Whaler
preview that "the Whale seems to
be swimming in. the right direction." Esterman is indeed a
prophet.
The '86 Whalers finished the
stretch season 11-3-2, the best record in the NHL'for that 16 game
period, That late surge gave them
40 wins,, a franchise, record,' and 84
points,' also a record. The Whalers
finished 11th overall in the league,
and fourth in the Adams Division.
The Whaler offense'ranked fifth in
the league. The defense was less
mentionahltB, though greatly improved from 1985. In addition the
Whalers set a very important record for Adams Division wins, primarily by winning the season
series against the Buffalo Sabres
(5-2. Not coincidental^' the Sabres
i

1
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The crew teams should be very competitive this season.

Francis' line nullified the

by sweeping them out of the playoffs in the minimum three games.
The scores went 3-2 (with Sylvain
Turgeon scoring in overtime), 4-1,
and finished with a 9-4 blowout on
Saturday;
The Whalers will face the Montreal Canadiens in the Adams Division Championship next week.
Montreal won the; season series
with the Whalers 4-3-1.
Montreal's goaltending is questionable, however. The Canadiens'
starting goalie, Patrick Roy, is a
rookie and has had an up and down
season. Steady back-up Doug Soe. tart is out with bruised knees. That •
leaves the Canadiens only Steve
Penney, who like Roy, is unreliable
at, best.
The Canadiens have the clear
edge in team defense, with All-Star
defenders Larry Robinson, Chris
Chelios, and the checking line of
Guy Carbonneau, Bob Gainey and
thug Chris Nilan. If the Whalers
ai-e going to beat the. Canadiens
then Mike LiuL will have to be his
usual gregreat self while the offense must find a way to maintain
its scoring against a defensive club.
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ORE SPORTS
Local Baseball Preview:
Strawberry Stirs
Sports View
MARC ESTERMAN

What if Darryl Strawberry had
remained healthy?
New York Mets fans spent most
of the off-seaaon contemplating
that agonizing question for although the Mets weren't eliminated from the National League's
Eastern Division title until the final week of the season, finishing
three games behind the St. Louis
Cardinals, they effectively lost the
pennant on May 11th. On that
date, Strawberry ripped a ligament in his right thumb while diving for a sinking liner in right field
at Shea Stadium, an injury that
k.o.'d the Straw Man for seven
weeks and k.o.'d the Mets' playoff
chances.
Before Strawberry's injury, the
Mets had gone 18-8; during his absence, the team went only 20-23;
after his return, the Mets went 6033, but were unable to overtake
the high-flying Cards. Those numbers clearly show Strawberry's
value to the team. Had Strawberry
(.277, 29 HR's, 79 RBI's) remained
healthy for a full season and produced at the same pace, he would
have manufactured 42 homers and
over 115 RBI's, totals that would
have unquestionablly catapulted
^ WWSfefepast
W W S f e f e ^ t the Cardinals. AlAl
though it's no guarantee that he
would have reached those lofty figures, it's almost certain that his
presence in the lineup would have
made a significant difference to the
Mets' pennant chances.
Now for a little more past history: over the last two years, the
Mets have posted the best combined record of any team in the
National League, but have nothing
to show for it. Two years ago, it
was the Cubs and Rick Sutcliffe
who had their years of destiny and
last season, it was Whitey Herzog's Cardinals who parleyed
Vince Coleman's base-stealing and
the "Bullpen-by-Committee" theory into the N.L. crown. This year,
though, there should be no stopping the Mets. Even if they do sustain an injury or two, the rest of
the N.L. East doesn't appear to be
strong enough to overtake the
Mets, provided they play up to
their potential as a team.
Pitching is the key to any baseball team's chances and the Mets
certainly possess one of the game's
best staffs. Of course, Dwight
Gooden is almost a staff by himself. "Doctor K" won the N.L.'s
Rookie-of-the-Year Award two
seasons ago and won the Cy Young
Award as the League's best
pitcher last year. He has a fastball
you hear but don't see and a curveball you see but don't believe.
Gooden is, quite simply, the best
pitcher in the game and, barring
injury, he should post similar numbers as last year (24-4, 268 k's,
1.53 E.R.A.).'
The rest of the starting staff
aren't slouches either. Ron Darling (16-6, 167 k's, 2.90 E.R.A.) is
one of the game's premier pitchers, certainly the best "second
starter" in baseball. Sid Fernandez, a lefty, fanned 180 batters ir
170 innings last year but was only
9-9 because the Mets never managed to score runs for him. Second-year man Rick Aguilera (10-7,
3.24 E.R.A.) is coming off a surprising rookie year, surprising only
because it was assumed that Randy
Meyers would be the Mets' next
rookie pitching prodigy. Aguilera
was called up last year and im-

Mets, Yankees, BoSox

The Mets Sox Need Pitching

pressed everyone and should be the
team's number four starter.
The team will probably only go
with four starters for the first
month of the season, as there are
numerous off-days, but when the
weather heats up Bob Ojeda, Ed
Lynch, and Bruce Berenyi will vye
for fifth-man honors.
The "losers" of the fifth-man
competition will move to the bullpen, the team's only soft spot. The
pen, anchored by "closers" Jesse
Orosco (17 saves, 2.73 E.R.A.) and
Roger McDowell (17 saves, 2.83),
is still sound, it's just not as consistent as you'd like it to be. Orosco
is good for a sore elbow once a
season. Jesse O. goes through
streaks when he becomes Jesse
Sunoco and adds fuel to the fire
instead of dousing it. Still, when
he's on, he has an excellent slider,
a good curve, and a decent heater.
McDowell, like Aguilera, surprised
everyone because he wasn't touted
in the minors. McDowell, who
blows bubblegum bubbles while he
pitches, has a natural sinkerball
that rivals that of Bruce Sutter in
his better days. Still, he's young
and has yet to prove that last year
wasn't a fluke.
Keith Hernandez returns at first
base to provide the Mets with superb glovework, field leadership
and clutch hitting. Hernandez, a
perennial gold glove winner, led
the Mets in hits (109) and average
(.309) last year.
Wally Backman will platoon at
second base with newcomer Tim
Teufel, a native of Greenwich,
Connecticut who played his high
school ball at St. Mary's. Backman
has improved in the field every
year and is now an above-average
fielder. As a matter of fact, he led
all N.L. second basemen in fielding
percentage last season. But it's his
hitting and baserunning that make
him so valuable. Backman hit over
.300 from the left side of the plate
last year and stole 30 bases. The
diminutive Backman can switch
hit, but doesn't hit well against lefties, so Teufel, acquired from the
Twins in the off-season, will face
southpaws. Teufel (.260, 10 HR's)
has decent power for a middle infielder, but he needs work on turning the pivot on the double play.
Shortstop Rafael Santana, one of
seven pro shortstops from San
Pedro de Macoris in the Dominican
Republic, is a workhorse and it's a
good thing he is because the Mets
have no real backup at this position. The new 24-man roster, which
all teams are going to this year
instead of the traditional 25-man
roster, made it impossible for the
Mets to keep utility man Ron Gardenhire on the major league club.
Third basemen Howard Johnson,
Ray Knight, and Kevin Mitchell,
Backman and Teufel can all play
short in a pinch, but none field well
at that position. A healthy Santana
(.257) is a must for the Mets' infield defense.

Speaking of third basemen, the
Mets have several, the best of
whom is Howard Johnson. HoJo
was acquired from the Tigers two
years ago with the reputation of
being a rising hitter, but a shakey
fielder. By contrast, HoJo sparkled with the glove last season, but
hit only .242 with 11 homers. All
he needs is to play every day to
boost his confidence from the right
side, but whether mangager Davey
Johnson gives him that chance is
another question. The Met manager likes Ray Knight, a veteran

righty, and will probably platoon
again this year between the two.
Now Knight is a heck of a'nice guy
and he did have some productive
years with the Reds and Astros
some years back, but his wife, pro
golfer Nancey Lopez, has a better
stroke than Knight. At this stage
in his career, Knight should be relegated to a substitute's role.
If Johnson's smart, he'll allow
HoJo to win or lose the full-time
job for himself. If HoJo doesn't hit
from the right side, then he should
platoon Mitchell, a rookie, against
lefties. Mitchell is exciting; he's
fat, likes to sing in the dugout arid
play air-guitar with George Foster
during the game, and, most importantly, he tore the cover off the
ball in preseason.

Catcher Gary Carter, the latest
star to come to the Mets in a trade,
is one of the game's best catchers,
both behind the plate and at the
plate. Carter ripped 32 homers,
tops on the club, and hit .281 last
year while playing with a damaged
knee. A great leader on and off the
field, Carter is a true "gamer" who
plays with pain and emotion and
gets clutch hits. His ability to call
a game and settle down pitchers is
also an asset.
Left field will be manned once
more by George Foster (.263, 21
HR's). The ex-Red's best years are
behind him and h8 - is Vastly overpaid (around $2-million per year)
but he still packs enough offense
to warrant his starting role. It's a
good thing the Met centerfielders
are fast because Foster has about
as much range in left as Marv
Throneberry had at first base.
Centerfield will be patrolled on
an everyday basis by switchhitting
speedster Mookie Wilson (.276, 6
HR's ). Mookie, one of the most
popular and exciting Mets, suffered an injured eye in preseason,
but is expected back in a few
weeks. Wilson is a valuable leadoff man who's good for 35 stolen
bases and 10 homers per year. His
spot will be taken temporarily by
the "kamikaze kid", Len Dykstra.
Dykstra is something of a cross
between Fred Lynn and Mike Hargrove; he crashes into walls and
makes sensational catches in the
field, while at the plate he goes
into a pre-bat ritual of shakes and
twitches. Like Wilson, Dykstra
(.254, 1 HR) has blazing speed and
is a capable backup at all three outfield positions.
Strawberry has a gun in rightfield and, as has been noted, a
rocket launcher at the plate.
Strawberry, who has the unusual
mix of speed and power, may become the Mets's first 40-40 man
(HR'S-Stolen Bases).
Danny Heep is a valuable man
off the bench; Heep (.280, 7 homers in limited duty) can play any
of the outfield positions and first
as well. He will be joined by freeagent first baseman/outfielder Tim
Corcoran as the heir apparents to
Rusty Staub's pinch hitting role.
The Mets are young and talented; their starting pitching is
strong enough to carry an inconsistent bullpen, and their offense
has a nice blend between speed and
power. Most importantly, they expect to win.
This is the Mets' 25th anniversary and there'd be no better anniversary gift than a World Series
ring. In 1969, the "Miracle Mets"
won it all; in 1973, Tom Seaver
and Jerry Koosman pitched the
"Amazin's" to the pennant; in
1986, the "miracle" should continue.

SpoitsView
Fenway Park. The Green Monster. New England summer days.
Old-time uniforms. Yes, the Boston Red Sox reek of tradition. The
trouble is, the pitching staff reeks
too.
Ever since the BoSox traded
their best pitcher, a fellow named
Babe Ruth, to the Yankees ages
ago the team has been trying to
come up with some semblance of a
pitching staff. Oh, sure, there have
been a few fleeting stars to grace
the Boston mound like Bill Lee and
Luis Tiant but they have been as
commonplace as Halley's Comet.
How an organization with such a
rich history and solid roster of hftters can go so long without forming a decent pitching staff is
incredible. The team has needed
pitching for some time so what
does it do? It trades John Tudor to
the Cards and Tudor goes on to
win 20 games and lead his club to
the World Series; it trades Dennis
Eckersley to the Cubs for an aging
first baseman; and it turns down
the Cardinals' offer of pitcher Joaquin Andujar, Ricky Horton, and
Jeff Lahti for Bruce Hurst.
The Red Sox will be hard pressed
to place higher than fourth in the
American League East this year
as it looks like more of the same

rally-killing doubleplays, Wade
Boggs will hit over .320 and still
get criticized for not hitting with
enough power, Tony Armas and
Dewey Evans will crank their
share of solo homers and reliever
Bob Stanley's arm will fall off by
August. And speed? Forget it.
Watching the BoSox run the bases
will be as exciting as watching
manager John McNarnara stroll to
the mound to pull a pitcher.
Once more the BoSox will emphasize power hitting and hope
that they can- outseore their opponents. The offense will be keyed
by Jim Ed Rice, Tony Armas, and
Wade Boggs. Leftfielder Rice
(.291,27 HR's) is getting up in age
but is still the team's best overall
threat. Armas (.265,25 HR's} may
yet be traded, hopefully for a
pitcher. Third baseman Boggs
(.368, 8 HR's) is the best pure hitter in baseball but could drive in
more runs. Catcher Rich Gedman
(.295, 18 HR's) is a budding star.
Newcomer Don Baylor (.231, 23
HR's) will D.H. and should fare
well at Fenway, where he's hit .340
lifetime. He has maybetwo years
left. Rightfielder Evans (.263, 29
HR's) is also aging but he's great
in the field. With that outfield and
the presence of Baylor, it will be
tough for young Lyons (.264, 5
HE's, 12 of 21 stolen Bases) to get
significant playing time.
The rest of the infield wilt feature the geriatric Bill Buckner at
first, Marty Barrett at second, and
Glenn Hoffman at short, none of
whomhaye any .range. Backup J£d

Yankees Are Solid
Sports View
MARC ESTERMAN
The New York Yankees have one
of the best teams in baseball. Unfortunately, it may not be enough
to win them a pennant.
The Bronx Bombers have the
unenviable challenge of playing in
the American League East, one of
the toughest divsisions in baseball.
Detroit, Toronto, and New York
should fight tooth and nail all season for first place honors; the Yankees, sparked by speedster Rickey
Henderson (80 stolen bases, .314,
24 HR's) and superstars Don Mattingly (.324, 35 HR's, MVP) and
Dave Winfield (.275, 26 HR's), certainly have the offense to compete
and so the team's fate will rest
upon the performance of its pitching staff which has several question marks.
Ron Guidry (22-6, 3.27 ERA) is
no longer "Louisiana Lightning"
but the crafty lefthander has made
the adjustment from thrower to
pitcher beautifully. After a poor
year two years ago, the aging
southpaw came back with a superb
season last year. The only question
is how much longer he'll be able to
keep it up. His slider, once the best
in baseball, has flattened out and
his fastball has lost a few miles.
Undoubtedly Guidry won't be able
to duplicate last year's heroics, but
he should win his 15 games. But
will it be enough?
The team's other starters are
even more questionable. Joe
Niekro, the knuckleballer, has
pitched his entire career in the National League and may not fare as
well in the Junior Circuit. Niekro
is also angry at the way the team
treated his brother Phil, who was
recently released. Joe went 9-12
last year with a 3.72 ERA and
while he still has some years left.

his best years are behind him.
Ed Whitson is a horror show.
What's so amusing is that he's the
guy owner George Steinbrenner
handpicked as the missing link for
the Yank staff two years ago.
Whitson has never been more than
a .500 pitcher but Boss George became impressed with him after a
decent year in the spotlight with
the N.L.'s Padres two years ago.
Steinbrenner shelled out big bucks
for Whitson (10-8, 4.88 ERA, 201
hits and 19 HR's allowed in 159
innings) but has yet to see a return
on his investment. His huge contract has made him tough to trade
as well so the Yanks may be stuck
with him. Like Niekro, he doesn't
like the Yankee organization, but
that's nothing new to this club.
The other starting' spots are
being manned by Dennis Rasmussen and Bob Tewksbury. Rasmussen (3-5, 3.98 ERA) has decent
stuff, but has never really been
given a chance by the ballclub, specifically ex-manager Billy Martin.
As a result his confidence is shot
and he may never develop into a
viable starter. Tewksbury is new
manager Lou Piniella's project; the
rookie impressed in training camp
and made the team. Tewksbury has
a good fastball and surprising control for a youngster but has yet to
be exposed to the rigors of a dogday pennant race. Tewksbury will
be a good one in time.
While the starters are unquestionably questionable, the bullpen
is solid. Lefty stopper Dave Righetti (12-7, 2.78 ERA) and righty
stopper Brian Fisher (4-4, 2.38
ERA) are superb. Middlemen Rod
Scurry, he of the hellacious curveball, and Bob "Please Don't Call
Me" Shirley are both competent
lefties, which you never have
enough of at Yankee Stadium.
At the other nine positions, including the D.H., the Yankees are
solid. First sacker Mattingly is the
best all around hitter in baseball;
continued on page 14
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PORTS
Softball Sweeps By Wesleyan
Sheila Andruss, who suffered a
shoulder injury earlier in the week,
came through in a big way for the
Behind strong leadership and Bants as she belted her first home
some classy pitching by freshman run for the season. Andruss, a senLeanne LeBrun, the 1986 Softball ior co-captain, is an offensive and
team is off to an undefeated 4-0 defensive mainstay for the team
this season. The other captain is
start.
Last Saturday, the Lady Bants senior Karen Carney, a catcher
scored a decisive sweep of a doub- with a fine arm and solid hitting
leheader against familiar foe Wes- ability.
The second game against Wesleyan. "Ours all the way" is how
sophomore third basemen Debbie leyan was a bit more of a struggle.
Marai described the first half of The Bants fell behind 2-0 before
the twin billl. Behind a single, dou- LeBrun came in to relieve pitcher
ble and triple by the shortstop Lisa Alyce Robinson. Fortunately,
Lake, Trinity coasted to an 11-2 LeBrun was able to pitch herself
victory. Lake also contributed out of a bases-loaded jam and won
some "really good stops" at short, the 5-3 decision. Centerfielder Teal
according to Marai, to help the de- Dixon used her speed to capture
three key stolen bases against
fense.
by Brian Rowe
Senior Staff Writer

Wesleyan as well.
The Bants scored victories of 54 and 7-4 over Connecticut College
and Tufts earlier in the week to
place their current record at 4-0.
The only part of the team which
has been unsure so far has been
the outfield. "Our outfield has not
really been defined yet. We've got
eight players trying for the three
positions," commented Sherry
Murray, a player with a strong arm
and hitting ability. Kristin Cadelina, a right fielder, has been a
strong force in the pasture for the
Bants thus far.
Looking ahead, Don Miller's
softballers will take on Bates at
home and Coast Guard away before returning home for a weekend
homestand.

•

*-i»

Crew Teams Look Impressive
The men's varsity lightweight
boat, which returned only three
rowers from last year's crew, positively destroyed the defending
Dad Vail lightweight champs winWhile most of Trinity went south
ning by about a length of open
and got tan on golden beaches, the water. This boat is very aggressive
Trinity crew team stayed here and
and significantly benefits from the
got fast on a flooded brown river. presence of Eric Beatty, Jay Blum
Blessed with good weather over and Mike Rorick from last year's
break, the men's and women's silver medalist boat.
boats rowed twice a day; there was
Trinity's women's program apseat racing to determine the crews,
parently only had an off-year last
there was high wind and waves
spring. This year's crew is proof of
which trounced the teams with
the program's ability to bounce
water and there was a seemingly
back. Stroked by senior Meg Piendless supply of sunny mornings cotte, the women's eight buried
watching 10 to 12 miles of the
Mt. Holyoke and looked strong and
same desolate shoreline pass by.
powerful even in the closing
But it was wort it. The team's
strokes of the race. Wendy Wolf
first test was last Saturday against
and Carey Cochrane, the lone holCoast Guard and Mt. Holyoke.
dover from last year's boat, are
Rowed on Trinity's own course at
the beneficiaries of the team's rebeautiful Bliss Boathouse in East juvenation.
Hartford, the races were upstream
Due to size, for the most part,
and into a head wind. Coast Guard
Trinity's men's varsity heavyis one of the top crews in Trin's
weight boats, in the past, have
division at the Dad Vails, the na- been very sharp, but never as
tional championships for small colstrong as many other Dad Vail
leges. Mt, Holyoke is a traditional
crews. This year's boat, however,
rival of the women's team.
dwarfs its forebearers. Down the
by Ned Watts
Staff Writer

boat, this eight is just plain bigger
than it has been in the past. Coast
Guard is big too, but not big
enough. About two lengths of open
water separated the two schools
on Saturday.
The varsity boats' success did
not extend to the J.V. boats, all of
which lost to Coast Guard and Mt.
Holyoke. The freshmen women's
eight and the mens's freshmen four
did manage wins.
This past Saturday, the crews
travelled, to Amherst to race
UMass, an inferior team that Trinity trounced. The men's varsity
heavyweight eight, the women's
varsity eight, the junior varsity
heavyweight eight, the women's
freshmen eight, the freshmen
heavyweight four, and the men's
heavyweight four all eruised. Only
the men's freshmen lightweight
boat was challenged.
Next week, the boats get packed
up and sent down to Princeton to
face Georgetown and Drexel on
neutral waters. Trinity can expect
tough competition from the former
of the two.

Men's Track Jumps To 5-2
scoring in all of them. He also won
in the 400 at Wesleyan and a
the discus at Wesleyan with a fine
fourth at home on Saturday. Dave
throw 139'3", placed second in the Banta, coming off an illness, placed
shot put, won the triple javelin
a fourth in the 100 meters at home.
The Trinity men's track team
throw, took another second in the
jumped off to an impressive 5-2
triple jump, and finished third in
start against fierce competition.
the long jump. He was a triple winOn Saturday April 5th at Westner at home this Saturday in the
In the hurdles, Greg Hill was
field State, Trinity placed a strong
discus, shotput, and javelin and
second at Westfield in the 110 high
second. The scores were Coast
finished off his onslaught with a
hurdles; he won that and the 400
Guard 76, Trinity 69, Amherst 66,
fourth in the long jump.
intermediate hurdles against WesWestfield State 65 and Middlebury
But these three point getters had
leyan. The junior has also won the
26. The next Wednesday, Trinity
a, strong suppporting cast. Freshhigh jump at Wesleyan and a sechumbled Wesleyan at Wesleyan
man Russ Alderson won two 400 ond at home. Supporting him in
92-60. Finally, this past Saturday's
meter races. Sophomore Avery
the 400 hurdles has been senior coexciting home.meet saw the team
Chapman has done a workman like
captain Brian Oakley. He scored a
place second between Williams and job all season long. He took a
third in the hurdles at Wesleyan
Conn. College. The score was Wilstrong fourth at Westfield in the
and took fourth at home against
liams 86, Trinity 85, Conn. 18.
400, and finished two sweeps by
Williams and Conn. College. MoreLeading the way were two sen- taking third in the 100 and 200 at over, the versatile Oakley crushed
Wesleyan. He also ran , well at
his opponents in the 3000 meter
ior co-captains Femi Obi and Paul
home, taking a third in the 220 steeplechase at Westfield with a
Stauffer. Obi is undefeated in three
meter dash and a second in the 440 9:43.1, qualifying him for the Di100 meter and three 200 meter
dash. These runners have also
vision III meet. He also possessed
dashes. Close behind him has been
teamed up for some strong relays.
an outstanding kick to best two
senior Mike Doetsch with a third
Wesleyan runners and take second
and fourth at Westfield and two Stu Dye, Chapman, Doetsch and
Obi ran a fine second at Westfield,,
in the 5000 meters. Finally, he held
pairs of seconds against Wesleyan
and Anderson took the first leg in on strong in the 5000 meters at
and at Saturday's home meet. In
the win against Wesleyan. Also,
home and took second with a time
the field events, Stauffer comScott Isaacs took a strong second
of 15:53.
peted in five events at Westfield,
by Stephen Balon
Senior Staff Writer

Women's Track Is Now 5-3

herst 50, Middlebury 48, and Coast
hurdles has been freshman Eileen
Guard 14.
Neilan, who has helped in the
Leading the way for the Lady
4x100 relay, placed second in the
Bants was sophomore Alex Mi100 and 400 hurdles at Wesleyan,
chos. She won the 110 meter and
and third this .Saturday.
The much improved Trinity
400 intermediate hurdles at WestThe other major point scorer has
women's track team went 5-3 dur- field and Wesleyan and took a 2nd
been freshman Kay McGowan. Being the past week and a half. They
in the 400m hurdles at home while , sides anchoring the winning 4x100
came in third at the six-team
winning the 100 meter hurdles and
relay, she won the 100 and 200 at
Westfield State meet, defeated arsetting a Trinity record at .15.9. Westfield, two seconds at Weschrival Wesleyan 72-64, defeated
seconds. She added a win at Wesleyan, and two thirds against tough
Williams by a point and were
leyan in the 100 and took fourth in
competition against Williams and
nipped by Conn College 61-59. The
the 100 at home while taking secConn College. She has also placed
socre at Westfield was Smith 171,
ond at the triple jump at Wes; Westfield 114; Trinity 109, Am- leyan. Supporting her on the
continued on page 14
by Stephen Balon
Staff Writer
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Leanne LeBrun is one of the Bants' best pitchers.

Bantam Nine Splits

Last Six; Now 4-8
by Marc Esterman
Sports Editor
The Trinity varsity baseball team
travelled down south over Spring
Break and unfortunatley its record
went south as well, as the team hit
only .248 and yielded 5.88 runs per
game. The Bantams, who usually
fare well in Florida, were dealt a
serious setback in their efforts to
reach a winning season as they
went 1-5 in Florida. However,
since returning north, the Bantams have perked up at the plate
and on the mound, playing .500
baseball to up their record to 4-8.
The Florida trip was virtually ruined on the very first day as Trinity lost a doubleheader to Hillsdale,
a team Trinity has traditionally
beaten and could have beaten this
year. The Bantams dropped two
one-run games to Hillsdale, 8-7 and
13-12, effectively destroying the
team's chances of compiling a successful Florida record.as they had
the. tough Ephmen waiting in the
wings.
Trinity won its first game of the
year, a 3-2 decision over M.I.T.,
and then was trounced by Fordham 12-3 before taking on Williams. The Ephmen outclassed the
Bantams and took two, 6-4 and 123, setting'Trinity's Florida record
at 1-5.
Since returning north, the Bantams have played .500 baseball, a
rare accomplishment for the Bant
Nine in recent years. Trinity
opened the home season by splitting a doubledip with Coast Guard,
losing the first one 3-4 while winning the nightcap 9-3. For their
efforts, the Bantams were rewarded with having to play the
Ephmen for the third time in the
first nine games. The result was
the same as the previous two
meetings, Williams beating the
Bantams 13-5.
Trinity strapped on their hitting
shoes and bounced back by thrashing American International College 15-4 at A.I.C.

The Bantams continued their
win-one, lose-one ways by splitting
a doubleheader with . rival Wesleyan. Freshman hurler Paul Stanton lost a heartbreaker in the
opener as he tossed a neat complete game, two-hitter only to lose
it on an error. Leftfielder Murphy
VanderVelde continued his hot hitting (.394) by ripping his first homer of the young season to provide
the visitors with their sole run of
the game.
Stanton has pitched extremely
well thus far in his five appearances, which include three starting
assignments. His ERA is under
two and he is rapidly becoming a
key member of coach Robie Shults'
pitching staff, a staff depleted by
the last two graduations.
In the nightcap, southpaw Eddie
Butler tossed a six-hit shutout as
Trinity won 3-0. The Cards did hit
some shots off Butler but right at
people as the Bantams upped their
record to 4-8.
Since returning north, the Bants
have hit .278 as a team and Shults
seems to have settled upon a set
lineup as well. First base is being
manned by Jay Gangi (.281), second by Scott Evoy (.292), short by
co-Captain John Barton (.295), and
third by freshman Matt Miller
(three for his last five). Co-captain
Tim Robinson (.258) is the catcher
while T.J. Turner (.208) and Jay
Williamson (.091) are sharing the
D.H. duties; both will improve
their hitting dramatically as both
are solid hitters. The bookends in
the pasture, VanderVelde and
John Montgomery (.316), have
been joined by Bill Markowitz
(.292) a converted infielder.
Although the pitching staff is
still yielding over five runs per
game, it has shown ability. It has
alternated between being stingy
and generous thus far. If the pitching staff can find some consistency, then Trinity has a good
chance to play at least .500 ball the
rest of the season, a feat that has
escaped the Bantams in recent
years.

